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Perhaps in a cellar, or the hull of a grain barge, a kiosk in a Knutt ossuary, or the far 

corner of an apple orchard, Harvestmen conducted conversations certain to attract 

wasps, star-widows and a selection of things that like to burrow. 

 “Empires turn as tides.” 

 “Was that supposed to be a secret?” 

 “I’ll sew the King Rat onto you! Now listen: I believe that there are others, those 

older than the Dust, a true Great Empire.” 

 “There is no one older; the Dust are from the moon. The Royals have been trying 

for centuries to get back there, to learn all the secrets. I doubt they’ll ever make it.” 

 “It’s no secret. They killed too many Dust before they realized anything; typical 

of those families. One decadent race trying to outdo the other. There are reasons, I 

suppose, to believe the Dust are as ancient as they claim. That their history is 

subjectively exact. It’s the only reason their temples exist. But their knowledge is gone; 

they are dust, after all.” 

 “Our time will come.” 

 “Have you a hive in your head? Harvestmen playing benevolent host to the 

known world? Bendewlyen Chartreuse as High Empress?” 

 “Clarence…” 

 “Clarence is nothing. Don’t put any faith into Clarence. Only the decadent can 

rule. There’s nothing to fear, yet Clarence Carver will result in disappointment for 

anyone who believes he is something. There were Gourds before him: it is written! But 

Clarence is nothing. Outcasts, rebels get nowhere but the ashbins. We are all 
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Harvestmen: an eternal empire of servants. It is the time of the Royal families. And their 

time is at an end, the tide is recycling.” 

 “Drugs and whores can’t destroy an empire. What else have the Dust?” 

 “Not the Dust! The others, the Elder Race, the bacterial tribes! I’m speaking of 

the Witches. And in their empire, none other will exist!” 

+++ 

Chapter 1 

Even without mirrors, Clarence Carver was well aware he had a pumpkin for a head. He 

felt his head, the dry scars, prickly husk of his stem, the bumps and ridges. He felt his 

eyes that didn’t see, two oblong pits opposite in size, and his wide mouth that didn’t 

speak, a half grin filled with five irregular teeth that didn’t chew. He didn’t know exactly 

what he looked like, but he had a pretty good guess, and for a while, he thought it was the 

sole reason Edgeville treated him so. Not hated so much as shunned. It was true, but not 

for the reasons he believed.  

Edgeville: called so because its thickets and orchards were located five or so 

rook’s steps from the Canyon Nobody Named. Five or so rook’s steps because over the 

past centuries, the wicked winter rains had eroded the edge of the canyon closer and 

closer to the furthest reach of Edgeville. Lady Gail and her court, all the Royals of Dega 

for that matter, didn’t care. And the people of Edgeville didn’t care. Besides, the 

likelihood of the canyon ever swallowing Edgeville, the town itself, was about the same 

as most Physician’s assistants becoming Physicians.  
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In his ten years, Clarence had left Edgeville proper only once. Except to progress 

on to further disciplines, what was the reason? Dust and Royal cities, at times beautiful, 

were unsavory places filled with decadent and violent affairs. The harvest towns had their 

artists, their musicians and more importantly to Clarence, their cinema—except for 

Edgeville. 

Edgeville was just outside of the Degan Cellulose Belt, though several other 

entertainment orbits occasionally passed through the town.  The less popular pump-horn 

combos for instance, and every third season or so, the Dust magician, Fet the Mad, would 

demonstrate his erotic pyrotechnics from the space above the Canyon Nobody Named. 

Clarence sat at the center of a straw bale maze, four bales high, in front of a linen screen 

draped over the center of a straw wall. The maze was along the road between Edgeville 

and Gore Creek, probably closer to Gore Creek, and patronized by a few handfuls of 

Edgeville residents. Everybody was with somebody except Clarence. 

 There were very few Harvest produced films. Most of the films were hour-long 

sound and image collages of Harvestman life: close-up seed propagation, stop-motion 

growth sequences, time-elapses of reverse decay. Sometimes the films were cut-up, re-

spliced, and re-released. They were a soothing opiate during those dark periods in Dead 

Harvest. 

In modern times, there had been two controversial Harvest made films. Each 

screened once and then subsequently destroyed. Every Harvestman town and village had 

their theories about which town or village had the privilege of those viewings. Those who 

saw them were either burned at the Royals’ request, or relocated to the cities and became 
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extras in Royal produced pornography. The first piece of propaganda was Shee’erra Vag, 

which was Old Royal for “glory.” It told the tale, in full hand-inked color, of a giant she-

wolf that roamed the plains at the end of the seasons, devouring abandoned, spoiled crops 

and rolling in its defecation. The wolf was played by two Harvestmen in a raggedy sack 

of sewn furs with a huge, grotesque wax head. At the end of the film, the wolf is beaten 

and raped to death by enormous, faceless gourdheads in long black tunics.  The other film 

was Rising Down, nearly three hours of total black, the wet sounds of liquids pumping in 

the background, and the soft gurgled cries of a man. A Physician named Drake Goodness 

made the movie. Reportedly, it was a recording of him embalming a Royal. The Royals 

said that was impossible, and Dr. Goodness became home to a warren of mice, but not 

before the Royals replaced his head, hands and feet with revived flesh. Edgeville never 

enjoyed such moving pictures. 

 There were other genres. Besides the dramatic pornography of the Dust histories, 

the most popular films were the black and white comedies. Made by Royals, the early 

comedies were stop-motion shorts with titles like Pumpkin vs. the Mole, or Pumpkin vs. 

the Squirrel, and featured the misadventures of a simple, bumbling gourdhead who is 

always ravaged by its woodland adversary. The popularity of these films—there were 

over twenty in the original series—led to titles such as Pumpkin vs. Hammer and 

Pumpkin vs. Mill. With over three hundred stories of the ridiculous Pumpkin in total, and 

more produced every season, the ancient memories of the Elders were little more than 

clandestine, pseudo-religious myths.  
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 The evening’s schedule was an undisclosed double feature—a rarity for the straw 

maze theatre—proceeded by news, little which was of interest to people on the outskirts 

of Dega. The first film was Pumpkin vs. the Ten Pins, which Clarence had already seen, 

but the second was surprisingly new, Pumpkin vs. the Horse.  

As usual, Clarence was the last to exit and someone, as a departing gesture from 

their coach, always made a joke referencing the film. That night it was the proprietor Jak 

Torso, a fat Sackface who re-stuffed himself daily with his own straw. “Hey, Clarence,” 

he said, taking the blind off his coach’s lead, “Wanna lie down?”  Clarence shook his 

head and waved to nobody. On his walk back to Edgeville, Clarence admitted to himself 

that the second film was better than he expected.  

+++ 

Dr. Foot loathed reciting Creed, but it was tradition. Steadfast trust in decay and the 

ubiquity of worms. Without it, what did anyone have?  

 Clarence Carver, as many Harvestmen, otherwise valued Creed. Despite its often 

grotesque dogma, it justified existence, and more importantly, validated independence—

although there was none. It didn’t matter. It was of almost no value to Physicians or their 

assistants.  

 Clarence was called to assist in the middle of End Harvest, an unpopular time for 

calling. It was as Dr. Foot had intended. Including Clarence, Dr. Foot officially had three 

assistants. There was a fourth, Evan Birch, who had gone missing several weeks prior 

and it was no surprise to anyone in town. That’s how it is with a Waxface. Clover Globe 

was becoming a Physician and Clarence hoped he would be her assistant, but she was 
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called to Knutt, the grand Dust city, capital of culture and science, and would have no 

need for an assistant, certainly not one of the First Season. And there was Toad Wallace. 

Toad’s progenitors decided it was more fiscally sound to have him become a Physician’s 

assistant then continue to pay Dr. Foot for his services, which Toad needed frequently 

since he came of age to Harvest seven seasons ago.  

 “You know,” Dr. Foot told Clarence after the assistant’s ceremony, “I don’t like 

assistants.” 

 “Yes, doctor, you’ve told me,” Clarence said. 

 “Do you know why I’ve always told you? To ensure that you would eventually 

become my assistant. Now, I have no need for more than one.” 

 “What about Toad?” Clarence asked.  

 “Toad is a harvester who can heal himself. A proper Physician can always use a 

harvester.” 

 “But doctor, aren’t we all harvesters?” 

 “Yes. But we are not all Physicians.” It was clear logic.  

+++ 

There were many Physicians in the world; they were not an elite group. The best 

Physicians were mostly Sackfaces. Just like all the best prostitutes were mostly 

Waxfaces. It was a social expectation that if you were strong, you would stay and harvest, 

and if you were weak, you would become a Physician’s assistant.  

 Yet Clarence Carver was not weak. His progenitors had planned great things for 

him. He wore big, sturdy boots, the outer sides glyphed with mythic symbols of strength 
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and power. He wore heavy, dark blue denim pants and a large, tattered, twilight-faded 

black flannel shirt. His ashy linen hands were long and thin, and snagged along the 

knuckles from years of harvesting in the brambles. Supposedly, he was stuffed with an 

exotic recipe: grape vines from the Chymian shores, heady grasses and dirt from the rich 

hills below dormant King’s Cross, and hair from a long dead Dust concubine. But his 

head, his beautiful head. It was the reason his creators burned. Not since the time of the 

Elders had there been a Harvestman created as a gourdhead. His long stem bent sharply 

to the right, three thin tendrils spreading and curling towards the back. In the day-like 

light of a full moon, you could see the mossy green patterns of dots and lines around his 

head, but in the dim hours of twilight, his head shone white like the moon itself.  

  From the day he was new, the town cursed and worshipped him. Though it had 

been decades since the Degan krewe themselves passed through Edgeville, the town 

knew it was only a matter of time before word of Clarence Carver spread. So they burned 

Belle Carver and Houston Hunter, traitors and saviors, as a way to keep the krewe at bay. 

The town sent Clarence himself to deliver the message. 

 “I am Clarence Carver, son of Belle and Houston of Edgeville,” he told Lady 

Gail, who smoked a sweet, strong tobacco and sat on a bed of flesh pillows manufactured 

by a Physician’s clinic in Oxblood. “On behalf of the people of Edgeville, we ask for 

your blessing.” 

 Lady Gail yawned and stretched, exposing a pale, black veined breast from her 

green silk pajamas. “Fine,” she said, picking meat from her teeth, “Now get out of here 

before I hit you in the head with a hammer.”  
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+++ 

Clover left for Knutt the day after Clarence began his residency. “Good luck,” she said, 

and grasped his hand in Harvestman tradition. Her linen hands were smooth and pale 

green, her smile a black-lined smirk. Knutt, or any Dust city for that matter, had no need 

for Physicians. It was a slight disappointment for Dr. Foot. 

Then, typically, Toad disappeared for four days and reemerged with a wasp’s nest 

in his head. Two weeks later, Clarence and Dr. Foot were the sole occupants of the clinic.  

 It was mid-day, a time of rest for harvesters, and Clarence stood in Dr. Foot’s 

laboratory tracing the stitch trails of a bone diagram posted upon the dark wood paneled 

wall with his middle finger. The room was large and lit by a mass of tiny, dim electric 

lights that patterned the ceiling in forgotten constellations. There were two heavy work 

tables in the center of the room and a desk piled high with scrap pieces of fabric and 

paper, a few Physicians’ journals, and a quarter glass of molded red wine. Metal shelves 

and cabinets lined most of the walls, and where there was space, more medical diagrams 

and charts. Beautiful pieces of fine taxidermy on the floor and crowding the tops of the 

cabinets watched Clarence and waited for him to drop something to eat. 

“I’ve had many assistants in my time, Clarence, and I hated every one.” Dr. Foot 

shut the back door of his clinic and placed his wide straw hat, tilted, on the head of a 

stuffed wolf. “But at the same time, I don’t feel prideful for saying, I have trained the 

best. Up until now, I’ve hated you the most, but things are changing.” 

 “I’ve only been your assistant for two weeks,” Clarence said, tapping the 

illustration of a ribcage, his back still to Dr. Foot. “I’ve done nothing but read.”  
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 “No, no,” said Dr. Foot, “I’ve hated you your whole life. Everyone has.” 

 “I know, Dr. Foot.” Clarence turned and walked to the assistant’s table and 

opened his Physician’s bag. Traditionally the progenitor’s gift, Clarence received his 

from Dr. Foot. He took out a red swatch of linen and cotton and a six-inch needle loaded 

with black thread. 

 “Yes, you know,” said Dr. Foot. He was as tall as Clarence, but slender in his tan, 

frayed overcoat and plaid scarf. His left eye was a black stitched “X,” his right was a 

yellowed, bone button. “Yet, here you are, assistant to Dr. Avery Foot. Wonderful, don’t 

you think? When you could have been sent to the bogs and pecked by owls, or given to 

some other Physician for parts. You could have burned, like your progenitors, or the town 

could have offered you as a doll for Lady Gail. A number of alternative occupations 

could have become yours, still, you always knew you’d become a Physician’s assistant, 

didn’t you?” 

 Clarence began sewing a glyph onto the swatch. “I always knew, yes,” he said. It 

was a First Season method. The glyph itself was a meaningless swirl of legs and arms, an 

experiment that could prove beneficial sewn on the right swatch, by the right Physician’s 

assistant.  

 Dr. Foot smoked a pipe; it was a symbol of fearlessness. He pulled an orangeish 

black, knobby briar with a short stem from his coat pocket and lit it with his dirty, white 

cotton fingers. The smell of cloves filled the room. Dr. Foot pointed his pipe at Clarence 

and said, “I expect you to join me soon. It’s proper Physician etiquette, you know.” 

Clarence stared at his work. He pricked his finger and a small loop of linen unraveled.  
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“Well then,” Dr. Foot said, “I’m going to rend flesh today; you’ll work on it 

tomorrow. Fabric swatches are pointless.” Dr. Foot opened a door in the floor and 

stepped down, the whisper of his soft leather shoes dissipating into silence. 

+++ 

Typical of Harvestmen towns, at the relative center of Edgeville was a Great Silo. In 

comparison to the old elm and ash trees, it was at least twice as tall, nearly fifty spans, 

quarried from similar cobalt grey stone predominantly found in the alchemist and 

Physician districts of Bain. It was a fact geologists and surveyors from Dega couldn’t 

account for. The tower was topped by a conical shell of white enameled tin fifteen spans 

at its wide end. The deep drumming of rain on the roof in the winter and the piercing ting 

of hail in the spring could be heard as far north as Gore Creek and southeast as Briarhare. 

In return, Gore Creek and Briarhare’s Great Silos were topped by similar inverted drums. 

Only the Small Reaper in the Edgeville Silo could hear the songs, the music from the Silo 

itself too loud and the woods surrounding too lush for the common people to perceive. 

The Silo was entered by a high door of white, papery birch wood and inside, a spiraling 

intestine of metal stairs curled up along the stone blocks. At the top was the chamber of 

the Small Reaper, where Creed was broadcast from during both great and minor holidays. 

Lined along the circular wall, standing on short ruts in the stone were corn-paper 

envelopes containing disks of Creed recitations. The hand cranked player sat on a table at 

the ledge of the lone, frameless window and connected to the player was a large belled 

tube, its flaking enamel carefully painted in an average, non-specific pastoral event. 
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Harvestmen always wondered who painted these typical, average scenes. Probably the 

Dust, they thought.  

The rest of Edgeville concentrically rippled from the Silo, with the exception of 

the north side which ended abruptly a rook’s step from the eponymous edge. To the rooks 

that circled above Edgeville, it looked like the moon with its top lopped off.  Dr. Foot’s 

clinic was on the second of Edgeville’s four circles. Conveniently, next door to the south 

was Elsa Chain, the better of two textilists, and to the north, not so conveniently, was the 

post and psychomanteum office; the psychomanteum itself non-existent, its mirrored 

panels still in crates, the crates used for shelving. After a stressful day, having smoked 

one of the more potent tobaccos, Dr. Foot bitterly recalled the old days when the post was 

sent by rook—such a mess. Besides the unreliability of the rooks, they were a primitive 

form of communication and only Harvestmen sent letters anymore anyway. Postman and 

Postman’s assistant were rapidly becoming viable, if dangerous, occupations.  

Clarence Carver was fond of walking and thought it would be nice to work for the 

post. As he walked from the clinic to his boarding house, passing Coal’s Tobacco and 

Edgeville Forks and Knives, he thought it would be nice to be a merchant. Or a musician, 

he thought, pausing before Fingers & Things, the music shop, admiring the sparse but 

expensive pump horns. A silo keep would be nice, he thought. A coachman? No, thought 

Clarence. I’m lucky to be a Physician’s assistant.  

+++ 

Clarence Carver sat in his evening chair and listened to the rooks cackling their morning 

news in the slowly erupting day. He had been roused for more than a few hours, but 
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stayed in his chair contemplating his dream. He was in the brambles, always in the 

brambles, the brambles of his dreams replacing the brambles of the conscious world now 

that he was a Physician’s assistant. Dr. Foot assured him it was normal, dreams were an 

affliction of Physicians and their assistants, but he morosely expressed that the longing to 

return to harvesting would never subside. “It will burn you, Clarence. It will burn you 

continuously.”  

 In the dream, Clarence toiled in the brambles as he had his first seasons: in the 

damp ravines pocking the edges of Edgeville, plucking delicate red and yellow furberries 

and fat black inkberries from the thorn and needle covered hare’s nests, and carefully 

layering them in the woven basket slung over his shoulder. The only difference being the 

blood, red as cattle’s blood, seeping from the snags on his hands and staining the linen a 

color unlike the juice of anything he’d harvested.  

 He sat in the chair an hour more. It was a holy day. But what significance are holy 

days to a Physician’s assistant? It was the first cynical thought he ever had and it made 

him feel connected to Dr. Foot in a way. The thought was motivation enough to get out of 

his chair.  

 Clarence walked from the evening room to the day room and checked the 

calendar pinned to his locker confirming the day. Edgeville, aside from the rooks, would 

be as quiet as an ossuary during a Dust orgy. At sundown the Small Reaper would ascend 

the Great Silo and Edgeville would receive Creed Pertaining to the Frost. It was a holy 

day, regardless of his recent considerations, that he was fond of. He sat in his day chair 
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and recited a few lines of morning Creed. A rhythmic knock rattled his door as he ended 

his second quarto.  

 “Yes,” he said, standing before the door. The possibility of a Royal entourage was 

unlikely, but on a holy day, it was the only thing his mind conceived.  

 “Open the door, Clarence,” Dr. Foot softly grunted.  

 Clarence opened the door and embraced Dr. Foot’s hand as Harvestmen do on 

festive occasions, although Harvestmen did no embracing on holy days. Dr. Foot 

accepted the awkward gesture and shut the door behind him, but declined the invitation to 

sit in the visitor’s chair, and when Clarence offered his day chair, he likewise passed.  

“I’m on my way to the Silo.” It occurred to Clarence that perhaps Dr. Foot was 

the Small Reaper. It was customary for each member of a Harvestmen community to 

anonymously serve and in the larger towns and coastal cities, it was not uncommon for a 

season or two to pass before the anonymous service was administered. The population of 

Edgeville could serve almost three times a season, yet in ten seasons Clarence had never 

served. He was a Physician’s assistant, he reflected, and beyond certain insults.  

“I’ll not waste my time, Clarence. You have a…relative in Lantern, a few rook’s 

steps beyond Bridgetown. Her name is Heloise, but she calls herself Lucian. In fact, I 

think her surname is Lantern. There can’t be too many either Heloises or Lucians in 

Lantern, I imagine; or Bridgetown, for that matter. Regardless, she’s sent for you. She’s a 

Physician there.” 

 Clarence’s hollow eyes stared through Avery Foot. He had a sudden desire to 

smoke a pipe, which he still had not attained. Something had come. Like the strands of 
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fiber that wove along the inside of his head, one thought crossed into another and he 

realized if he spoke his thoughts out loud, as he was compelled to do, Dr. Foot would 

berate him, would probably in a brief, eloquent rant, compare him to Toad Wallace. He 

anticipated being rushed off like so many Harvestmen before him, first in a large coach to 

Dega, then a stinking engine. Maybe not. He had never heard of Lantern or Bridgetown. 

Dr. Foot nodded, turned toward the door and Clarence inquired, “Have you released me 

then, Dr. Foot?” 

 “For a time, yes—although with great reserve and concern.”  

 “Not for me, I suppose.” 

 “Of course not! However did you get so selfish, Clarence?” 

 Dr. Foot opened the door and stepped into the hall, waiting for Clarence to do 

something. When he did absolutely nothing, Dr. Foot stepped back into the door frame, 

grabbed the handle and said, “Take care of all your affairs. All of them. Come by the 

clinic before you leave.” 

 Then Dr. Foot departed, not even closing the door. Clarence looked at the space 

and thought about it. He didn’t know when he was leaving, and he believed Dr. Foot 

didn’t either. 
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Chapter 2 

Camping rounded the corner of the old exchange on Hood Ave unnoticed. He wasn’t the 

only Royal dressed in a dark jumpsuit, sulking down the late night streets of Furst. The 

port town traded in secrets just as much as other goods and services.  

The back of the exchange was fenced with an archaic wire and stake composition 

that wasn’t even used in the basest cattle pens. Beyond the fence rose low stony hills 

decorated by tassels of dogwood and hairy stalks of yellow whipgrass. A few vaults in 

the old exchange were still maintained by Royals, but most were partitioned to 

Harvestmen, and nobody coveted their possessions.  

Standing at the fence, Camping looked up hills faintly illuminated by the diffused 

light of a mostly full moon that hung somewhere above The Scarf. The single chimney 

from the outdated cattle kiln coughed ash into the Furst sky. Unlike smoke and steam, the 

coarse ash lifted and spread high into the air, collecting in a wide band that enwrapped 

the planet.  

But Camping wasn't thinking of The Scarf. Not immediately. Instead, he 

imagined the wolves that used to stalk the hills. It had been so long since he saw a wolf, 

even longer since he’d seen a chamber wolf, its broad, deep shoulders and black mask. 

He wondered if there were any far north beyond the Scarf. I should go to a zoo, he 

thought, and then bent two wires agape for passage. When this had been an exclusively 

Royal exchange, the back courtyard served as a café of sorts, and bartering place with 

stylish tables, chairs, and bumbershoots. Grasses and a few tendrils of young dogwood 
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carpeted the pulverized remains of the pressed rock flooring. Notes on the passage of 

time such as this startled Camping.  

At the north corner of the exchange he aggressively tested the downpipe. It 

appeared sturdy, but he tested the south corner for insurance. The south corner was 

further from Hood anyway, although there was little foot traffic, Royal or otherwise, in 

this divide of Furst. He climbed the downspout with the enthusiasm a star-widow has for 

her entangled mate. The marble of the dome was slick despite its grit and Camping had to 

wedge the points of his boots in the dome’s runnels to reach the cupola on top. The old 

wooden walls of the cupola were mist worn and bearded with splinters, and the glass in 

the large panes of the transoms was runny. Before entering, he clambered to a corner and 

peered around at the civilization below. The port itself was lazy, but beyond in the 

harbor, he could see the trawlers pulling away to the Inland. He perceived with a sense of 

disappointment and annoyance that it might be a long time before he saw the water again. 

Or the opposite.  

 He tilted the transom and slid in, hanging to the frame on the inside, listening to 

the soft clicking and scratching below. He leapt to the dark floor smashing something 

with a satisfying crunch: roaches or crickets. Crickets should be singing; it was the right 

season, but they didn’t keep calendars under the Scarf. At least he didn’t. He liked cricket 

song, so he hoped for roaches, which served almost no purpose. It didn’t matter.  

Porl emerged from the trapdoor in the floor with a tallow lamp and the floor 

scattered in the light. Camping tapped a cigarette on his wrist and said, “Excellent, Porl, 
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you brought a lamp.” He took it from Porl, lit his cigarette and set it on the floor. The 

lamp produced a greasy inhalation Camping relished. 

“Of course a lamp: we are civilized!” Porl retrieved the lamp and set it on one of 

several disused stone tables, then sat down.  

“Won’t draw attention, will it?” Camping sat down at the table opposite Porl.  

“Specters, Camping. It doesn’t matter.” 

Camping slowly drew on his cigarette. “You ever eat much game, Porl? I think 

they used to host game parties up here.” 

Porl rolled his eyes in astonished disgust.  

“No? No chamber wolf? Hare? Mourning stag? Chamber wolf is a little strong, 

but hare is so sweet! No nutritional value though.” Camping smiled. “No taste for the 

exotic, Porl?” 

“How crass, if you’re suggesting game is something I should get used to.” 

“I’m not suggesting anything, Porl. In fact, you arranged this audience because 

you had some suggestions.” Camping sucked the rest of the cigarette into his otherwise 

vestigial lungs and rolled it out between his fingers.  

“Have you seen it?” A salty gust of wind blew in from the open transom, first 

feeding the tallow light and then nearly smothering it.  

Camping stared at the lamp and carefully considered specters. Then he answered, 

“Not yet. I’m making arrangements.” 
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“We need verification, Camping! Verification before I suggest anything.” 

Roaches and centipedes began emerging from the shadows. Tiny moths fluttered against 

the glass of the lamp.  

“At this point, there’s either good news or bad news. The two trawlers here in 

Furst report nothing.” 

“They don’t know what they’re looking for, do they?” Porl rose from the table in 

concern.  

“Of course not, Porl.” Camping’s minute threshold was reaching its apex. “But 

that could be the bad news: it might be moving. I don’t know. We don’t know. And the 

only person who knew is incapacitated. And considering the situation, I don’t think 

they’d tell us anything anyway.” 

Porl was briefly sedated by the uncertain news. “You’re going to Bain then?” 

“I am,” Camping said, standing up. “I’ll meet with Gamble.” He didn’t want to 

exit the way he came in, but he wasn’t sure Porl would let him leave otherwise. “If it’s 

moving—this rent—we’ll hear about it. It won’t be long. If it hits the mainland, or is 

growing? Meetings like this are senseless. Gamble will know.” 

Porl’s superior air returned. “Camping, does civilization appeal to you? You dress 

like it does.” Camping stood in silence and raised his eyebrows. “I doubt you’ve had to 

chase prey beneath a thick canopy of pines, but I assure you from experience, it’s not as 

rustic as you think. It’s not elegant or, as you may consider, fun.” He expressed the last 

word as a blasphemy. “We are no longer wild animals and have not been for nearly three 

thousand seasons. We cannot return to an animal lifestyle, hiding like primitives. If we 
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are facing what I believe we are facing—the emergence of this…hole—after so many 

seasons, our kind has arrived at the point in time where either the grand prophecies of the 

Dust will commence or they won’t.” 

Camping absorbed the insults and waited for Porl to continue.  

Another heavy gust of wind blew through the transom, slamming it shut and 

successfully extinguishing the lamp. A storm had fallen down from the hills and swollen 

drops of rain pounded the walls and roof of the cupola. Finally, Porl asked, “Can you 

imagine it? Is it possible for you to even conceive?”  

Camping walked toward the trapdoor. “Which, Porl?” 

“The latter! Civilization in the shadows; the impossibility of it all.” Porl coiled 

both of his fists at Camping’s triviality. 

“It’s not impossible. And it’s not…what I would call the end of the world.” He 

wanted to say apocalyptic, but that specific word would just enliven Porl more. 

“It’s an extinction event, in every way.” Porl snatched his lamp from the table and 

rushed to the trapdoor as if he intended to descend before Camping.   

“Porl, I appreciate that we all derive from one dramatic krewe or another…” 

“Dramatic krewe! How you exaggerate…” 

“Yet, you are the one foretelling the… extinction event.” Camping continued, 

stepping forward onto the door, “Listen, Porl, I understand the severity of the situation, I 

do. But do I think we should panic? I wasn’t even aware it was actually in our nature. 

Believe me: I am dedicated to the endurance of the Royal families. We will endure. How 

can the dead be anything else but eternal?” 
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+++ 

Camping woke in the morning, cold and hot. He was hungry. It was that time of year. 

The engine from Furst had arrived late the night before—spiders on the track, or some 

other typical hazard—and he had not eaten with much satiety. An unsatisfactory bit of 

string lingered between his back teeth. He opened wide the heavy blue curtain and stood 

naked in the window, letting the gloom of a fresh new day in Bain wash over him.  

 It was late. Outside, sooty gulls challenged the occasional rook for flight space 

and perching rights. Below on the street, pedestrians with their elaborate, decorative 

bumbershoots languidly went to cafes and boutiques. Some of them went to work. 

Adjacent to the harbor, heavy plumes of cattle soot rose from the industrial Bain furnace. 

The harbor was empty, but the docks were busy with Harvestmen on scaffolds and 

cranes, upgrading the work of Harvestmen before them. In the morning mist, they 

dropped tools and slipped on the wet bars going up and down the ladders. Camping 

enjoyed their folly for a short while before moving to the vanity to arrange himself.  

 In the glass, in the murk, his skin looked more grey than blue. He took a bottle of 

oil from his grooming kit, shook it and dressed his body with the aromatic. He styled his 

hair. He frowned in the glass, then grinned, then grimaced. He lolled his tongue across 

his teeth, checking each for maximum severity. He snapped together the buttons of a 

nightshade blue shirt with a long collar and a casual pair of black trousers that fastened 

with a belt. He buckled his boots and indifferently buffed the buckles. Draping his 

topcoat across his arm, he passed through the suite door. It shut and locked with grand 

resonance.  
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 “Good day, sir.”  

 Camping nodded at the porter, who left bits of fluff from his red felt hands in the 

jagged edges of the lift gate. He reflected on the ease of operating the lift himself, yet was 

annoyed when the porter did not offer to light his cigarette.  

 “Do you have a light, you idiot?” 

 “No smoking in the lift, sir.” 

 The absurdity of these liberal northern cities! What were buildings for—and 

Harvestmen, for that matter—if not to burn down and be rebuilt? They descended, 

Camping in palpable irritation. 

 “I don’t suppose you have a light, sir?” Camping asked the concierge in the lobby. 

It was as much for the lift porter as his cigarette. The porter attempted to dust the 

remnants of his hands from the brass filigree until the next call buzzed. 

“Of course!” The concierge lit Camping’s cigarette and then his own. “Do you 

need a carriage, Mr. Camping?” he asked. Camping admired his sharp cravat.  

 “Not today, Winslow, thank you. I think I’ll walk about and see what else has 

changed in the old harbor town.” 

 “Just the holes, Mr. Camping. Just more worthless, meaningless holes.” 

+++ 

Grey as any borough under the Scarf, the weather was mild in Bain; an occasional 

downpour between the more typical days of filmy mist, and rare, greasy snow in Dead 

Harvest. Yet the harbor avenue that Camping stepped out onto was littered with as many 

bumbershoot shops as it was with cafes, abattoirs, and wig and merkin boutiques. 
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Although the black veins of his body ached with hunger, he turned the corner from the 

trendy street and walked into the city. 

For reasons only the Dust would know, but could not remember, Bain was 

renowned for its magnificent harbor as much as it was for the numerous excavations that 

pocked the edges of its avenues. While trawlers and trade barges were the pride of the 

modern harbor, the old port’s backbone, literally the city’s foundations, were the 

legendary Dust barges, long scuttled. As for the ruins, pits of enigmatic columns and 

slabs, these were the sort of holes, tangible and reliable, harmless curiosities, that 

Camping wished he had business with.  

Bain, although smaller than the grand metropolis Knutt, was the cosmopolitan 

city: not entirely Royal or Dust, or even Harvestmen, but strangely equal parts influenced 

by all three. And it irritated Camping. He walked past a dig that looked, fundamentally, 

like any other site: Harvestmen dusting glass saucers and cups with cattle hair brushes, an 

indifferent Dust cleric censing each item as it passed out of the hole to a table where three 

Royal merchants sorted, appraised and labeled. He walked past a bookstore and saw a 

Dust woman and a Harvestman with long, black yarn hair gesticulating in jocular spasms 

about a stack of books on their counter. The Royal customers were all laughing. He 

walked past a paper shop where a Royal held two different sheets of colorful, textured 

paper to the sides of a Waxface’s head. He walked past an abattoir, the butcher, a 

Harvestman, sat on an upturned bucket and wrote his day’s selections in flourishing chalk 

strokes on a blackboard.  
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Camping found it all absurd. He stood on a corner waiting for carriages to pass. 

At least Royals aren’t driving Harvestmen. Everything in its place, he thought to calm 

himself. He was wondering why he even left the hotel when he came to another dig, 

small and empty, perhaps abandoned. A shabby clapboard Harvestman boarding house (it 

didn’t smell like a brothel), teetered on the edge of the hole. The sole ruin at the bottom 

was a covered henge of five mossy stones. It was the sort of simplistic mystery Camping 

was popular for writing about. Camping looked around as if the site had just materialized 

before him and he needed proof from someone else that what he saw existed. A carriage 

rumbled by. Flies buzzed. The door of the clapboard house opened and a Sackface with a 

fine satchel of pale leather stepped out.  

“Ho! You, there!” Camping called. The Sackface turned his head back to 

Camping and locked the door.  

Camping watched the Sackface feel around his red corduroy jacket as he 

descended the steps. The Sackface paused, stepped back up to the porch, shook his head 

and continued down the steps. He stood next to Camping and looked at the henge. “What 

is it?” he finally said. 

“Indeed. What is it?” Camping asked, waving his hand above the space.  

The Sackface looked back to Camping, back to the hole, back to Camping. “It’s a 

doleman.” 

“Excuse me?” 

“A doleman. A tomb. A crypt.”  
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“Ah.” Camping looked over the Harvestman. He wore baggy black trousers that 

pegged into his square-toed boots and a yellow plaid shirt. His head was corded slate 

cloth, his mouth a subtly frowning arch of black felt. He had no eyes, just an eye patch 

covering the spot where a left eye might be. In the other spot, there was a faded area 

where perhaps a button had once been. The Sackface began to feel his pockets again. 

“Tell me, exactly how do you know this is a…er, doleman?” Camping lit a 

cigarette with the matches he’d kept from the concierge and exhaled in the Harvestman’s 

face. 

“Because, I own it.” 

“Own it!” Camping spit smoke.  

“I paid a lot of coin for it. It’s part of my practice.”  

Camping looked to the house in mild confusion. “I see,” he said, “you’re a 

Physician.” It explained the Sackface’s insolence. Yet they still burned the same. “Tell 

me then, doctor, what was entombed in your doleman?” 

“That is not in my interest. What is in my interest are the hounds that piss on 

those stones, and the birds that shit on those stones, and in turn, the information I gather 

from their shit and piss. I don’t know if meteorological prediction is a great concern to 

you, but it is one of my top priorities.” Insolent and arrogant: Harvestmen were nothing 

like they were portrayed on film. 

+++ 
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When Camping returned, Morton was waiting for him in the lobby, playing futures with a 

Dust prostitute. She put her cards down when Camping came to the table, and stood and 

bowed as the most respectable of those in her profession do. 

“Camping, this is Ku.” 

“Ko,” the prostitute corrected. 

“She lets me peel her back a little,” Morton offered with shy enthusiasm. Ko 

winked at Camping and he could hear her eyelids scrape across her eye. 

Morton wore dirty, brown pleated pants, a muddled blue pullover and a 

hairstyle—short in front, long in back—that no other Royal possessed. It was a custom 

design. He shuffled as the Dust would if their legs were actually bandaged together, and 

he had a bad habit, among others, of persistently sniffing the palms of his hands. He was 

the type of Royal colloquially described as having spent too much time on Longshore. 

Not all Royals were perfect. 

Camping sat and fidgeted. He was famished.  

“Are you enjoying Bain, Mr. Camping?” Ko asked. 

“About as much as I enjoy sunlight, my dear.” Camping motioned for the café 

porter. 

“Oh, Bain is a wonderful city! Had I known you would be otherwise without 

escort, I would have arranged something.” Ko slapped Morton’s knee. 

“Yes, it’s a fine city, fine city. But I’m a southern man: I find progress a little 

distasteful.” 
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“And taste is so important to Royals. You poor thing.” She arranged her hand of 

seven cards face up in a pattern on the table. Morton looked at his hand, hissed and then 

scooped them all up and shuffled. 

“Despite everything, I managed to keep from setting the city on fire. How’s that 

for progress?” 

“Really? I suppose some Harvestman gave you a look.” Ko reclined across the 

lounge. 

“Yes, indeed it was some poor Harvestman.” Camping stood, looked around for 

the porter and impatiently clapped for him.  

“Easy, Camping. You’ll spoil your appetite.”  

“I need a kidney or something. I took a rather fast supper last night.”  

“Well, you’re dining at Gamble’s club tonight. I wish I were.” Morton put the 

stack of cards down and sniffed his palms dejectedly. 

“Tell us about this churlish Harvestman, Mr. Camping. Was he ridiculous? They 

are so. Well, except for my sisters in trade, of course.” 

“Of course,” agreed Morton. 

“He was a Physician. Need I say more?” Morton and Ko nodded in 

understanding. The porter arrived with a menu but Camping waved him away. Then he 

asked, “Dearest Ko. Is the archeology of your city of interest to you?” 

“Absolutely, Mr. Camping,” she said, sitting up. “I am Dust, after all.” 

“How is it so, then, that a Harvestmen is able to acquire a holy site?” He said holy 

so that it bled contempt and sarcasm. 
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Ko smiled so wide Camping could hear her mouth creak. “You made friends with 

our wonderful Dr. Manfred Monk! He’s charming—plays a somber pump flute.” 

“Camping,” Morton said, tapping his nails together, “Dr. Monk is an associate of 

Mr. Gamble.”  

“Well,” Camping replied, relaxing comfortably into his hunger, “he certainly is.” 

He closed his eyes for a moment, grateful for his sound reserve.  

+++ 

“You realize there hasn’t been an assembly of the Krewes in so long that the Patriarchs 

and Matriarchs don’t even call themselves as such anymore?” Gamble sat in one of the 

many darkly stained leather wing-backed chairs with filigree iron legs and caps on the 

ears of the wings. It was a typical private supper club in Bain. 

“I know: it’s Lord or Lady, or Master…” Camping sat on an equally beautiful 

couch of a similar filigree frame, its cushions sewn of some rich, garnet hued linen with 

black leather buttons.  

“There’s a Captain,” Morton enthusiastically offered from one side of the door 

frame. Even if he were allowed to sit, fancy clubs made him nervous. His family was 

from a more rustic Krewe and he was prone to eating particularly fancy leather cushions 

and buttons with an embarrassing zeal—there was something in the tanning preservatives 

he couldn’t resist. A Harvestman porter attentively stood at the other end. There was no 

one else and it was either very late or very early. 
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Gamble crossed and re-crossed his sharp legs. Taking a sip from his glass he said, 

“I’m shocked there’s not an Emperor,” then paused before another sip, looking at 

Camping, then the porter, then Morton, “…Is there?”  

“Emperor is against the resolution,” Morton whispered with confidence. 

“And that matters in these times?” Morton flinched, although Gamble hadn’t 

yelled. Camping smirked and nodded in solidarity. Before Gamble fully tilted his glass, 

the last blackish drops passing his hard lips, the porter appeared with his decanter, ready 

for service. Camping picked up his glass and methodically swirled its contents. The blood 

of a private club was an experience that could not be replicated at any pub or even a 

private home, no matter whose home it was. Otherwise, the private clubs were pointless 

and pointless things lacked a certain longevity suited to Royal culture.  By the time the 

porter resolved to return to his post and had done so, Camping had finished his blood, 

setting his glass onto the table so its hollowness cheerily rang throughout the room. If a 

Harvestman could sigh, the porter sighed and returned with the decanter.  

After a time of quiet contemplation, Gamble asked, “Every Lord and Lady…they 

are true Ascendants?”  

“Eleven Krewes, eleven titles.” Camping looked at Gamble, dipped a finger into 

his glass and ran it around the inside edge. 

“And not even one Patriarch? Now that is apocalyptic.”  

+++ 

Camping and Gamble walked from the club to the engine house instead of taking a 

carriage. The air was pleasantly hazy and Camping knew Gamble was fond of the salty 
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Inland air. Morton was ravenous and walked several paces ahead, eager for the frugal 

delights of the engine house pub.  

“I appreciate your mercy on Dr. Monk.” Gamble clasped Camping by the arm.  

“At least someone appreciates it,” Camping returned.  

Gamble smirked paternally at Camping and said, “We’re going to need a 

Physician on this, Camping. Better to have one in our purse, so to speak.” 

They walked the waterfront avenue, block after block, among small bands of 

jubilant, well-dressed men and women, talking of blood and bones. “Can you imagine 

those poor cattle, roaming around, with less sense than the jellyfish in the harbor?” 

Gamble shook his head. He was fond of livestock and was one of hundreds who made his 

fortune from them.  

On the avenue, there were art galleries still open and music spilled from the 

windows of every café. Handsome Dust fortune tellers, men and women in their vests and 

skirts, their faces painted with ash and rose pigment, predicted fantastic erotic escapades. 

The evening, except for styles of dress and music, was a replicate of many thousands 

before. They turned the corner, away from the water and revelry.  

As they approached the bright tallow firelights of the platform, Gamble stopped 

Camping, putting his hand flat against his chest and said, “I descend directly from a 

Patriarch, you know.” Camping feared Gamble was acquiring sentimentality. “Don’t you, 

Camping?” 

“Yes, of course. We all do.” If anything, Camping was a patriot.  
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Gamble released Camping, looked the engine up and down and directed toward 

his private car. “It wasn’t in the blood for me to ascend to Patriarch.” Gamble was 

becoming sentimental.  Camping hoped it was from drinking that rare blood all day, 

although he knew well enough that Gamble ate that way most meals. Sentimentality was 

one of the few things that made Camping irritable. He wove his arm into Gamble’s 

anyway. 

Gamble’s car looked like it should belong to a lord, but few lords—or 

Patriarchs—traveled by engine anymore, if they traveled at all. He hadn’t seen anything 

like it before and until that moment didn’t fully realize how influential Gamble was, or at 

least appeared to be. “You, Camping? Was it in the blood for you? You appear as a 

Patriarch.” 

“As do you, Gamble, as do you.” Camping wasn’t sure if he said it frankly or 

sarcastically. 

“Not in the blood, Gamble. But you…ever consider a duel?” 

“Ah, if we can ever discern exactly how a light duel was ever enacted, perhaps I’ll 

propose a challenge to my…Patriarch.” Camping was so unlike many of his generation, 

not quite greedy or lazy enough to represent a Krewe. Gamble stepped away, unlocking 

the door of his car.  

Morton disappeared somewhere and Camping thought it rude, but it didn’t seem 

to trouble Gamble. He pulled a fine bone watch from his coat and replaced it without 

reading its face. Then he took off his topper and rolled it between his fingers. “Well, 

Camping, we have a few issues to consider. Dr. Monk is collecting some data pertinent to 
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our situation, although he, for now, is unaware. Keep peace with Porl at all costs. This is 

your main concern. But go home. I wouldn’t dare put you blindly on a Harvestman boat. 

Naturally, I’ll consult with my priests in Knutt. I imagine, if they knew anything about 

this, we’d know about it. But you never really know what those drunken bastards truly 

know and do not.” They exchanged smiles and nods.  

After careful consideration, Camping asked, “Do you suppose it’s time?” 

Gamble was taken aback. He scurried up into his car and hissed, “I am a Royal, 

Camping. We are Royals. We are time.” It was the first Gamble had ever hissed at 

Camping. Camping, in his way, had said the same things to Porl only a few nights ago, 

but as the engine screamed into motion, he felt himself coming down with a fetid case of 

sentimentality.  

+++ 

Chapter 3  

The cattle in Birth, a village on a mislaid island in the Outland Ocean, wore clothes and 

made fires. They hunted and killed. They had names for things. The scorching sun that 

they lived below they called The Opened Eye. It could burn them, but it also kept them 

warm and provided light, and they were not afraid of dying in its gaze. The Closed Eye, 

its counterpart, the moon, was on the back of the world, its blind sight trained on the door 

to paradise, their nameless Grand and its countless Hands.  

They were remnants of something lost and mostly forgotten.  

They built their shacks over the ancient sand and spit-crusted tubes of worms or 

termites, or prehistoric combination of the two. Chambers in the first levels of the tubes, 
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the undercrofts, they used to communicate with their ancestors and for their most secret, 

private copulation rites. In the seasons when the furious glare of the Opened Eye was 

persistent, they would sleep in the cool darkness of chambers a level below. But deeper 

still was the den of one Hand or another and casual affairs with them was unwise. 

Tight strokes of whitening light beamed through cracks between the warped 

wooden boards of a dull shed, striking Despin’s chin and carefully carving her face until 

they settled on a clot of curly black hair and blossomed into a simmering splash of heat. It 

was light from The Opened Eye. 

Despin opened her eyes and blinked, the lines of light angling just above them. 

Her full lips were chapped and sore, bitten. Her son lay by her side facing her, his arms 

folded, his hips jutting towards hers, his dreaming sex sticky against her skin.  

“Argu,” she said, “the Eye is opened.” 

Argu opened one eye, then his arms, sucked a deep breath through his nose and 

closed his eye, draping an arm across his mother’s stomach, softly stroking the purple 

marks of stretched skin.  

Despin rose up on her elbows and shook her coils of hair, looking around the 

room. Argu released a spoiled sigh, trying to maintain an indifferent grip on his mother’s 

waist.  She licked her lips, tasting crusted blood in the corners. Wine from the night 

before clung to her throat; as evidenced by the high position of the Eye, it had been a 

particularly strong and exquisite lot.  
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It was already hot. Sluggish flies mumbled in irritation. Her daughter, Harri, 

would need to spend at least the day in the undercroft. “Argu,” she said, spitefully 

snapping at his cock with her thumb and middle finger, “get up.” 

“Yes, Marm,” he said, rolling onto his back, eyes shut, “The Eye is opened.” He 

scratched his crevasses.  

Despin rolled her long legs off the fern padded pallet and scratched her own dark 

corners. “Don’t get sharp with me, not with your mate blistering in the sight of that horrid 

Eye. Can’t you hear the gulls already culling her?” She walked to a window, scattering 

flies with her long fingers, and looked at the world. From the subtle mound her shack was 

on, she watched Birth slowly waking from the previous night’s ceremony. Between the 

other sheds a small number of men and women were tending to fire stones and mud 

ovens. A few less were mending nets and sharpening forks. Upland, towards the 

vineyards, an old man dragged an empty sledge; a diverse collection of carrion birds 

already stripping meat from the sacrifices behind him. Towards the shore, when high tide 

receded, the low tight seawall of salt-dusted scrub caught crabs, mollusks and the 

occasional unfortunate larger predator. A naked child hopped through the scrub with her 

long two-pronged fork, collecting shellfish, hunting luckless sharks and greedy 

cephalopods. Further, she saw the vast horizon of endless water, its violent, foaming 

peaks and the rising, burning Eye, but not her daughter. Of her she had no vantage.  

Crumpled in folds on the dirt floor was a mossy, bluish-brown tunic that Despin 

slipped over her head, shaking it down around her body and legs. “I can dress the sledge 
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alone, Argu, but I can’t bring Harri back.” She picked through the tangles of her hair with 

a fish-rib comb.  “And I can’t afford any favors, at least not until she prophesies.”  

Argu ultimately conceded and leapt from the pallet to a fist-wide hole in the wall 

that he urinated into. “Nothing’s changed, Marm. Harri is Harri.” He yawned and 

continued, “She saw no more than flies’ eyes. I offer my hand otherwise.”   

“Sensible offering, my blood.” Despin poured the contents of a clay chamber pot 

through a similar hole in the wall. “But remember: although your mate, she is not you.” 

“We are each other, I always say.” And with that, he stepped outside into the day. 

“You’re wrong, my blood,” Despin muttered, pulling a skin and feathered hat 

around her hair, “but a hand is useful no matter what.” 

+++ 

Harri sat naked in the cold pocks of dry sand on the beach and pushed at the blisters that 

populated the bottom of her feet. The grey pink bubbles of fluid were like the irregular, 

purposeless pads on the paws of some degenerate dog abandoned by its pack on the 

fringe of the flatfields. The people of Birth preferred such defective creatures to the 

arrogant, domestic felines their cousins on the other side of the ranchland swamps kept.  

 Sitting in the hot rays of The Opened Eye, Harri thought of herself more as a 

flying thing than a running thing. She remembered the feeling as if she had indeed flown 

out and over this very water, across the endless gulf to that place below The Closed Eye, 

where in the deep burning cold the Grand waited.  

 Heat radiated from her soles. It warmed her through the past hours of meditation 

and contemplation. She was at peace with the scorched places of her body: she had stood 
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on the black tiles of charred wood and her feet boiled but her ankles were red as well, and 

in scattered patches the hairs on her legs had ignited and in its place were ashy black 

spots. At the time the pain had been incredible, and addictive. Birth danced and sang and 

copulated furiously around her as she walked onto the coals. Harri concentrated on 

transformation, wine roiling in her stomach. She felt her feet slowly and quickly 

disintegrate; sweat streamed from her head cold and hot.  The world went dark except for 

the smoldering stars beneath her, and finally her sex burst and trembled, an eruption as 

strong and convulsive as the glare of the Opened Eye. She shot away through the 

darkness, she was flying, not feathered or furred, but something else, and just as quickly, 

she was not. She needed more time, either more wine or fire. She was at the water’s edge, 

alone in the darkness, and she drowsily lusted for the experience again.  

In a short time, her mother and brother would arrive and help her back to Birth. 

She scratched the places of her flesh where the sand irritated. There was sand in her hair 

and it smelled faintly of smoke; the morning breeze smelled of the water’s salt and 

secrets. Not far down the coastline from her, something large had washed ashore during 

her meditation. It was black and its glossy hide shimmered in the emerging light. Gulls 

argued over the feast. After several patient breaths, Harri looked to her sides for 

something to throw at the birds. There were a few good stones and shells just out of 

reach. She rolled onto her hands and knees, careful to keep her feet up, and crawled to a 

horned shell a little larger than her fist. She gripped it tight, the blunted points of the shell 

prodding the soft skin of her hand. The crab inside hissed and spit at her but she was still 

in a state of peace, and instead of smashing the shell into a chunk of rock that swelled 
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from the sand, she gently rose up on her knees and hefted the smooth, horned projectile at 

the screeching birds. The shell knocked the spine of the carcass with a sharp crack, but 

the gulls just looked at it, then to Harri, and squawked.  

The Opened Eye yellowed and rapidly warmed the sand, so Harri crawled toward 

the water, sitting on the wet, smooth surface with her feet forward, the water mounting in 

teasing slashes. She wondered if there would be pain or soothing when the water finally 

met her and lapped at her body, parts both whole and transformed.  

+++ 

Flying things like bats and running things like hounds; sharks and other swimming 

things. There were stories of feeding things, but no one in Birth had ever become one, 

and they didn’t have a name for it. Harri dozed. The cool water rolled against her heels, 

up above her thigh and she remembered other things she had become. She ran across the 

grasslands; and twice as a reptilian, burrowing thing, through dirt and through the muck 

of the ranchlands. Those that became swimming things were often devoured. Most times 

they simply dropped like stones, becoming diving things. Of those who became flying 

things, they shoot into the sky, some lost in the black face, stared down by countless, 

distant glittering eyes, and some directly, loathingly into the burning core of the Opened 

Eye. No one had flown to the Closed Eye. And no one, until Harri, had flown behind the 

world.  

A large wash of water ran around and into her body. It stung and tickled and 

revived her to full consciousness, although her body as a whole remained nearly expired. 

She rolled onto her side and watched the gulls. They had abandoned the carcass: it was 
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probably not ripe enough. The remaining birds bickered over the meat in the shell; they 

each kicked it around with their beaks, spoke rudely to it. They periodically looked at 

Harri and squawked insults. She made an obscene gesture at them with her thumb and 

forefinger. 

“Dirty shits—I‘ve flown someplace you’ll never see.” As if this statement were 

the ultimate offense, the birds called back one final insult and departed up the shore. 

Harri strained her neck back and up. She could see her brother yanking the sledge 

through a cluster of scrub. “My blood,” she heard behind her. She could hear her 

mother’s feet grip and crunch the sand. “Oh, my blood.” The shadow of Despin’s hat 

engulfed Harri. “Argu! Your mate is in an oven.” 

“Marm!” bleated the boy, wrenching the sledge through, snapping branches, 

tearing leaves.  

Despin rolled Harri on her back. She pulled a short, spiraled horn capped with 

beeswax from around her neck, punctured the beeswax and tilted Harri’s head up. “Drink, 

my blood.” The girl stared through her mother’s eyes. “Harri? Harri?”  

“Marm.” 

“Oh, yes, my blood!” 

“Marm, I know where He waits.” 

“Oh, masters!” Despin looked towards her son then back to her daughter. “Were 

you at His Keep?” she whispered.  

“No, Marm. But I saw where it is.” 
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“Oh, my blood.” Tears dangled in the corners of her eyes, rolled down into the 

corners of her joyful grimace. “Of course,” she cried, “it’s at the back of the world…” 

“Marm, I was on the back of the world. I saw what the Closed Eye sees.” 

“Oh, my blood, my blood!” Despin held her daughter’s face and kissed her lips.  

+++ 

They returned to Birth under the mid-day gaze of the Eye, and the village refused to fully 

recover, its outer spaces void of life. It could have been the increasing heat. Great hounds 

with stubby tails and ears and grotesque paws collapsed in arresting heaps under the 

dusty shade of the shacks and mounds. Argu didn’t notice, his thick, taut arms aflame 

with a different kind of burn, beaming with sweat. Despin followed closely behind, 

almost tripping on the back of the sledge, trying to keep the gauze-enshrouded Harri 

beneath her own shade. Even the fires and ovens were abandoned. 

At their shed, Argu tossed his sister over his shoulder and waited for his mother to 

enter and arrange the undercroft. Harri was a clutch of wet bones; he spit at the sledge in 

spite. He looked around at the empty lanes and lifeless shelters: all of Birth must be 

below. Suppose Harri did see something, something so vexing to the Opened Eye that it 

could do nothing but stare at Birth with unforgiving rage.  

“It’s ready,” Despin called, her words dampened by the cool underground.  

Argu went inside, crouching at the opening of the undercroft, and let Harri slide 

down the fern covered slant.  

“Marm?” His words sunk into the sandy, pulpy floor. 
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“She’s fine, Argu. I will stay with her.” He heard the words as if in a dream. He 

stood up and looked around the chamber. He went to one of many squares carved in the 

plank walls and kissed a shape painted in blood. He stood at the threshold of the shack, 

the Eye just passing into a single cloud, and watched the irritably slumbering dogs.  

+++ 

Even under the Closed Eye, Birth was forbidden to cool. In the stagnant heat there was no 

comfort, no sex, and no sleep, but Argu fought against it anyway. In the darkness of room 

he lay alone on the pallet, twirling a wet braid of hair around in the air and wiping his 

head and body down when it had cooled. The braid was drying, yet Argu was 

succumbing to the overall exhaustion of the day and past night’s events. He spread the 

braid across his eyes and stretched his arms above his head. A wave of insect song began 

in soothing pulses. He hovered at the edge of sleep, the air occasionally stirred by flies or 

spiders. In one short, bright note, the song of a sickle rang out. Just as swiftly, the place 

where his hand had just been was jammed by long fingers onto a searing stone. He would 

have screamed if the two-fold shock had been less merciful. He lay still as his empty 

wrist smoked. 

Despin put the hand into a skin filled with honey and cinched it tight. “Wise 

offering, my blood,” she said, kissing his forehead. 

+++ 

Harri recovered in two blinks of the Opened Eye and Argu sometime after that. In the 

meantime, Despin consulted with her husband. 
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 She retrieved Emmon from the vineyards some time ago. He had his own 

chamber in the undercroft that she crawled to through a tunnel, a torch in her mouth, her 

unruly hair pinned to the back of her head with a ceramic knife. She could sit up in the 

space, which was empty save for a jagged, poly-angled rug and a chalice that sat upon it. 

The base and stem of the chalice were the knot and root of a petrified tree that no longer 

existed. The cup was Emmon, or rather his desiccated cranium, the sparse leather soft and 

pale yellow. The bowl, the brainpan, was brown, the cracks spreading through it stained 

darker. From the eye sockets dangled tiny black figs. Setting the torch in the dirt, Despin 

flushed at how handsome he still was.  

 The Eye had seen many things since she met with her husband last. Much of it, 

births and deaths—many deaths—were events of little note to Emmon. That last meeting 

between husband and wife was after Birth nearly scalped Despin trying to remove her 

hair. The hair wasn’t the problem, but what was underneath, a mark much like a hand 

split in two, or a frog. Emmon concluded it was a burning palm, and that seemed to calm 

the people.  

 That had been long before Argu was of any virility, Despin recalled with tender 

sentiment. She sat crossed legged before the chalice and unpinned her hair, shaking it 

onto her shoulders as certain predators descend on prey. She closed her eyes, breathed 

deeply, then opening her mouth wide, drew the knife down the length of her tongue. She 

snapped her mouth shut, blood engulfing the inside, her throat straining to keep closed. 

When her mouth felt full, she leaned forward, embracing the chalice with both hands, and 

spit into the bowl. She put Emmon back and waited. 
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+++ 

Harri slept in dreamless slumber. It was a temporary reward. Argu was not so blessed. 

Although his gift to Birth was a gift unto himself, he simmered in restless repose under 

the subjugation of shock and trauma. He writhed in subconscious agony, neither a flying 

thing nor a burrowing thing, but a thing enrapt in fear and pain. A myriad of skin and 

bone, hot and wet, flailed in screaming chorus. His senses inflamed by the scent and taste 

of shit and blood and sex. Over and over, he was pulled apart and drained, violated. 

Shadows, abrasive as coarse sand, seeped into him, scratching his eyes, his bowels, his 

veins. His stomach pulsed between starvation and gluttony. His skin ripened and burst.  

+++ 

“That’s no way to greet your twin,” Emmon’s disembodied voice cooed. She could hear 

it through her skin. Despin flushed again and slid the shoulders of her tunic off her arms. 

“Look at how brown you are. I suffer in jealousy of the Opened Eye.” 

 “The Eye sees much, my twin. I fear my death-skin is gone forever.” 

 “Is there much to see?” 

 “Some,” she carefully considered. “No more than ever.” 

 “Then it must be you alone that the Eye watches so intently.” Despin stood up and 

slipped the tunic off over her hips, then sat back down on her knees. Her body was well 

tanned besides a tilted band of pale skin that encircled the bottom of her hips to the very 

top of her thighs. Emmon sighed as the thirsty do for a storm far away.  

 After a moment, Emmon resolved, “Pleasure is not your nature, Despin. I have 

much suffering to continue.” 
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 “Yes, yes.” Despin sat back down, bundling her hair and pinning it with the knife. 

“Harri has met with the Closed Eye…” 

 “The Grand?” 

 “She was not received. But she has seen the Keep. From afar.” 

 “The Keep, itself. How?” 

 “I believe her, Emmon. She saw the doors open…” Her skin rippled. “But nothing 

more. Just the endless wash.” 

 “There is more, Despin.” His voice grew cold, erecting the hair on her body, 

pricking her as needles. “There is more. There are valleys and hills. Mountains. Other 

waters. Other keeps. Hairy dogs, big and black. Skinless giants. Ancestors that walk. 

Blood that speaks.” 

 “Through the Keep, yes…” 

 “Not through the Keep, not this. Something is coming and it is not the Grand. It is 

not His Hands.” Despin shivered, not his words, but his tone. “We will speak again very 

soon, twin. Sooner than I can bear.” And he was gone.  

+++  

Interlude 

The Inland Ocean ebbed and flowed at the center of the known world: the known and the 

unknown, so proclaimed the Dust. Port cities of the Harvestmen lined its sandy and rocky 

shores. Harvestmen cities.  It was a foreign concept to those born into pastoral life. 

Indeed, maritime Harvestmen were so different from rural Harvestmen that Royals and 

their cattle shared more similarities.   
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  Like most modern discoveries, a Harvestman was the first to inquire about the 

hole. She was a mariner from the port of Bain in the north, a Waxface, and she was called 

Beatrice Belltower. She was a rare mariner of rural decent. She could have been a 

Physician. Probably should have been. 

Beatrice came from the steppes far above Bain in a town called Charring. 

Charring, like the other towns that marred the brown grasses and stubby, knobby shrubs 

of the steppes, consisted mainly of squat, ugly sod buildings dug into the ground. At its 

center rose a shabby earthen Silo, half the height of those in less barren places, with a 

tight goat-skin roof that sang in the windy seasons. The grasses and shrubs of the steppes 

were too sparse to rear the great behemoths they raised along the plains of Longshore, but 

it was good for goats and a diverse selection of burrowing rodents prized for their pelts 

and bones.  

Skilled with cleavers and boning balisongs, Harvestmen of the steppes could 

easily transition to Harvestmen of the water, but few did so because of the tight 

restrictions of the maritime oligarchy: a pentumvirate of ancient Captains called 

Mollymawks. For the collective of Harvestmen, it was their most powerful entity, indeed, 

their single entity of power, and it provided for mariners only. It could actually be stated 

without risk of execution or worse that maritime Harvestmen were elite. Royals happily 

turned their heads aside; there were no malcontents among the mariners and harvesting 

fish was a messy business.  

How Beatrice Belltower made her way from Charring to Bain is a debate hotly 

expressed among the few that care. As a cautionary tale to the people of Cyrus, Breese, 
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and other herding towns of the steppes, it is believed that Beatrice was possessed by some 

obscure deity of the goats or even a host of the butchered beasts’ specters. The slight 

variation they told in Charring proclaimed infection, bacterial or possibly parasitic, as a 

result of her unorthodox, artistic method. “She was a Physician at heart,” her progenitors 

maintained. Along the boardwalk and slips in Bain, they described something else. “The 

wayward Whore,” Mollymawk Ankle would reflect. “A gifted face, if you know what I 

mean. Not many gifted faces in the steppes, those goat-rounders!” It was a joke because 

pastoral Harvestmen, particularly from the steppes, rarely rounded anything. “It’s not 

unusual for a Whore to lose their way. I believe at least one of her progenitors was 

devoured by a warren of hares. The salt wind of the Inland; the insidious drafts of the 

steppes: they both were going to strip away that magnificent visage. We think she knew. 

She wore a wide mariner’s cap of tallowed goat-skin, her own design. You can find them 

in all the ports now. And a tallowed woolen scarf across her face. Those rough hands! 

How they hoisted nets and worked a balisong. It was a talent, a desire really, one First 

Season mariners don’t possess. A certain apathetic cruelty. She should have been 

Captain. A Captain and a Whore…and a goat-rounder. But anarchy is something even we 

maritime Harvestmen frown on, if we could frown.”  

She was First Mate of the harvest vessel Evlyn Eve, serving under its Captain, 

Reynard Mangle. Mangle was disgusted by her heritage, but he couldn’t deny that she 

was a natural mariner. If she possessed a proper birthright, her elevation to Captain would 

have been swift and honored. “They say the stars are strange,” Captain Mangle would 

intone in her defense during intoxicated portside discussions of her abilities. But the 
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mariners of the Inland Ocean knew nothing of stars: perhaps this was the key difference 

where Beatrice was concerned.  

Regardless of how she ended up in Bain, Beatrice, under the influence of that 

special kind of luck Harvestmen have, was discovered by Mollymawk Ankle in a 

waterfront tobacconist. “That face!” he remembered. “Saw it through the glass of a briar 

case and couldn’t believe what I was seeing. I told her, ‘you’re a long way from Knutt.’ 

Whore tore a quarter of my face off! See, right here?” A salt grey finger lovingly stroked 

the red thread on his corpulent black cotton head. “People like that don’t come from the 

steppes. I made her an offer right there, bought her a briar and everything. She assisted on 

a dory for half a season. Curtis Crutch could hardly keep up with her and her blade. I was 

going to move her to the Count Offering when Captain Mangle returned from the Inland 

Deep three shy of his crew. I put her and Curtis on the Eve and sent a recruiter to the 

steppes. My recruiter never came back and Mangle lost Curtis his first day out. But 

Beatrice…my sweet harlot.”  

The Bain fleet, pending certain meteorological, oceanic and geologic acts, 

consisted of around thirty vessels, mostly dories, but a few trawlers and two dredgers of 

which the Evlyn Eve was one. More specifically, it was the only harvester in the North 

Inland equipped for deep harvesting. Generally, maritime Harvestmen were about as fond 

of the Deep as Royals were of Longshore. Of course, Royals could choose to avoid 

Longshore. Harvesting in the Deep was profitable for Harvestman and Royals alike, 

second only, considered the Mollymawks, to cattle themselves. On any given jaunt, the 

Evlyn Eve could yield two to three dozen various weights of bi-valves, thirty to forty 
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stone of Ripley’s prawns, a hand crab or two and at least one benthic skate, or part of 

one—the occasional partial skate the primary reason for the high risk of Inland Deep 

harvesting. Naturally, there were sharks. The sharks came out from shelves and beyond, 

all along the Deep, despite their better judgment. The sharks in turn attracted the 

cuttlefish, the smallest about the size of an average dory, their fins churning the water 

like some ill alchemist’s tonic. The cuttlefish roil brought the mollymawks, and no vessel 

wanted a rookery of mollymawks. Then, if the Evlyn Eve were lucky, if the seasons were 

truly with her crew, surrounded by a grand atoll of sharks and cuttlefish and 

mollymawks, of blood and ink and guano, the air hot and oily with the fumes of burning 

methane, maybe it would be enough to bait another benthic skate from far below.  

It was a routine harvest such as this that four nights out, keeping watch lashed to 

an evening chair on the aft deck, Beatrice saw the moon. At first, she mistook it for a krill 

owl, an exceptionally large krill owl flying exceedingly high in the sky. Any other 

mariner would casually contemplate what a bird that size was feeding on in the Scarf, 

then return to their watch, but Beatrice remembered what it was exactly she was 

watching. It was a cloud passing before the moon, rather in this case, the moon passing a 

gap in the Scarf. She rolled from side to side in the evening chair and watched until the 

moon was gone. Then she unlashed herself and stood at the railing, peering towards the 

hole. A bright star appeared, grouped by a few others in faint scintillation. The hole was 

not directly above her. She scanned the corners of the black sky and the paths in-between, 

and saw nothing else.  
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Far away, a storm rolled down from King’s Cross, building in fury at Pointe 

Indifference, before it backed-up over the Inland Deep. At dawn, what counted for dawn 

under the Scarf, Beatrice carefully considered what to log in the watch book. She read the 

minimal entries over and over. There was nothing about the hole, the moon and stars, or 

the hypothetical diet of high-flying krill owls. She recorded likewise.  

The crew of the Evlyn Eve lashed themselves to their posts. Beatrice brushed and 

shucked parasites from a tottering table of bi-valves, curiously glancing at the churning 

sky, but there was nothing to see. They were set for port the next day. 

+++ 

Beatrice Belltower, Captain Mangle and the rest of his crew sat in the back room of a 

mariner’s tobacconist on the harbor avenue, smoking, playing backgammon and counting 

coins. Like nearly always, they were a crewmember short. 

“You ever see a cuttlefish jump, Captain?” 

“Jump? I believe that cuttle was flying!” The ship keeled as sharply in the storm 

as any other, but this was how mariners built their reputations.  

“How about that red fern the morning after? That’s as close as I ever hope to 

running aground.”  

“Did you see that bi-valve strike at Beatrice’s face?”  

“I heard specters two nights before the storm. The sky was baying with thousands 

of them.” 

“I dreamt of a giant krill owl feeding on the Scarf.” 

Beatrice looked up from her pipe. 
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“A shark tried to round me when I went overboard.” 

“Lester, Arthur, let’s not spoil ourselves,” Captain Mangle advised. 

Beatrice looked around at her crewmates.  

“I did dream of the owl, Captain. It was that type of dream had outside of an 

evening chair,” Boatswain Arthur Hindrance said, contemplating the next movement of 

his backgammon draughts.  

The mood shifted, like weather anyplace else. “I expect you’re speaking with a 

cleric on this matter? Certainly before our next setting?” 

“If I were some pastoral fool, I’d think twice that I was even dreaming. Yet, I will 

find my way to the ossuary regardless.” Arthur moved his draughts onto two ineffectual 

points on the board. 

“Beatrice, what is your counsel? You appear excited by Arthur’s dream.”   

“He may not be pastoral, but I am no fool. I saw what he saw and it was no 

dream.” 

The crew set down their pipes and coins. “Well, what was it, Beatrice? Don’t 

novelize this!” 

“What we saw was the moon, sure as any light in any port.”  

If Harvestmen could guffaw, the room erupted in chortles and whistles.  

“I’ve seen the moon, Beatrice, long ago,” Captain Mangle said. If Harvestmen 

suffered from nostalgia, it would have been heard in his declaration.  

“I have seen the moon too, once. On the Inland. In a book.” Arthur turned his 

head from side to side. It was made of red cotton and patterned with black whorls.  
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“It has been many seasons since I’ve seen it, Captain Mangle, but I assure you: it 

was the moon,” Beatrice said, adding: “And stars.” 

“Interesting,” resolved the Captain. “Uncommon and interesting.” 

The following week, the Mollymawks convened at their council chamber in the 

great lighthouse on Point Indifference. They sat in a pentagram of chairs and smoked 

their pipes, a cloud of several different smokes collecting against the abalone shell 

ceiling.  

“Ankle, I regret reminding you that I advised you against Beatrice,” said 

Mollymawk Scapula, sitting back and crossing one jointed cane armature leg over the 

other. 

“I move to recommend the same sentence as Arthur Hindrance,” said Mollymawk 

Flounder, who—for Harvestmen—enjoyed peculiar perversions. 

“Unacceptable,” declared Mollymawk Ankle.  

“A Whore in heart; a Whore in art,” replied Flounder. 

“Without Beatrice, I may as well scuttle the Eve,” announced Ankle. 

“That’s your purse, Ankle, do as you will,” said Mollymawk Krisp. “Regardless, 

elimination is imminent.” 

“What are we afraid of, gentlemen?” Ankle’s fat head somehow looked on the 

verge of bursting. He continued, “If we’ve avoided seeking the wise, alchemical consul 

of the Dust, I’m sure the careful consideration of a Physician would yield a sound 

decision. More sound than what we are suggesting here.” 
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Mollymawk Diver tapped the ash from his pipe. “There’s no time, Ankle. No 

time,” he said.  He put a charcoal disk into his pipe and lit it, then sprinkled a sticky 

tobacco onto the disk. He concluded, “The time alone to get our cruisers here has been 

time too long. We are here for action.”  

Scapula uncrossed his legs, adjusted his hat and said, “What indeed, Mollymawk 

Ankle, are we afraid of? Disorder? Disharmony? As the seasons change, we are at the 

whim of the seasons. Hail and flood, Ankle: chaos means nothing to me. To any of us. 

Yet, even we must consider the vile oppressors, who we so carefully pretend have no 

power over us. What am I afraid of, Ankle? I am afraid of ceasing to exist.”  

“We are not responsible for this…this curiosity,” Ankle argued.  

“Are we not?” Diver replied. 

“Did a rat shit in your head, Ankle?” asked Flounder. “Of course they’ll blame us. 

As we are the only ones on the ocean, as this organization is the only group of 

Harvestmen not daily threatened by Royal society, they will most certainly look to us as 

they looked upon the old gourdheads.” 

“Malcontents?” cried Ankle. “We have no reason!” 

“We have every reason, Mollymawk Ankle,” said Diver, “and for that reason, the 

hole does not exist, nor do those who believe to have dreamed of such hole, and certainly 

those who claim to have seen such hole. Now, is there any other business? I’m 

anticipating a freeze descending on my port.” 
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And so was Beatrice Belltower. You can still see her from time to time in the 

northeastern ports: a figurehead, her curdled frame affixed to the prow of the passenger 

vessel Lightbringer. It’s an honor of sorts.  

+++ 

Chapter 4 

Clarence stood at the cusp of his lodgings, totaling his belongings. They were limited. He 

had no hat, no pipe; his few books and instruments were in his bag at the laboratory. 

Inside his locker was a spare pair of gloves he sewed himself, a cassette player and 

leather case with spaces for fifteen cassettes, of which nine spaces were occupied. He 

desired to take things like a rake or spade, even shears, but he was a Physician’s assistant 

and would always be. The only shears he would use again cut cloth and nothing else. He 

considered his day and evening chairs, which he was quite fond of. Perhaps Hester Kettle 

would credit him the difference. He thought reasonably and noted to ask Dr. Foot to sell 

them and hold the proceeds. 

 Before the laboratory, Clarence stopped at the psychomanteum office and 

considered contacting Heloise—or Lucian. As he stood before the crated mirrors, he 

imagined the process akin to a film that did not yet exist, or at least one he had yet to see. 

He looked forward to the possibility of meeting Dr. Foot in the future through the 

amazing instrument.  

 The laboratory was empty besides the canid heads and dust covered birds. “Dr. 

Foot?” Clarence called into the cellar. He was unanswered. He went to his table and 

opened his bag. In addition to the instruments inside were his experimental swatches, 
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neatly stacked. With a little rearranging, the cassette player, cassettes and gloves fit inside 

with room for extra items if he had any, or had been given anything by anyone. He stood 

at his table and waited.  

 Before he left the laboratory, perchance temporarily or forever, he retrieved a 

modest handful of rent flesh, spare needles and a ragged pamphlet titled Glyphs and 

Constellations: The Fourth Method. They were things he was certain Dr. Foot intended 

him to have. Finally, he tacked a note about his chairs to a detailed diagram of a torso Dr. 

Foot was in the process of relabeling. 

 Exiting the lab, he turned to all the pelts and armatures and glass eyes and said, 

“Goodbye.”  

+++ 

Clarence Carver considered buying a map. There was sufficient room still in his 

Physician’s bag. Since he stood right in front of Elsa’s textiles, he walked in, fairly 

certain that although she did carry a few pamphlets and periodicals, she did not stock 

maps. He looked from side to side, at the linens and cottons, leathers and furs, buttons 

and threads, and walked out, not a single word spoken between he and Elsa.  He looked 

across the sky: he assumed the bookseller would be open, if he kept hours this day; from 

bramble vale to laboratory table, he had never the luxury of patronizing the bookseller’s.  

Representative of his time in Edgeville, of his life thus far, he walked his home’s 

avenues a stranger, alone. Perhaps desiring a final stroll through familiarity or simply not 

knowing the way to the bookseller, he walked Edgeville directionless. At last he saw the 

sign. It was nothing clever as he hoped—The Tattered Cover, perhaps—it simply and 
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irrefutably read Bookseller. He looked up and read the sign again and wondered if they 

would indeed sell books only and no maps.  

“Ho! Clarence Carver,” said a Waxface atop a ladder, a tray piled with books 

strapped to her chest. He might have recognized her from the haystack cinema, but he 

didn’t think so. 

“Hello,” he returned, carefully shutting the door. Again he looked from side to 

side, but recognized nothing. He chose the wall opposite the proprietor, running his 

fingers along the cloth covers and spines. There was mildew and dust; it was mostly 

foreign to him. He picked one up, a thin, oversized tome. He turned it around in his 

hands. It had no title and he put it back. A section over, the walls were lined with books 

Clarence best described to himself as naked, for they reminded him of the illustrations of 

cattle he had seen, their fragility protected by nothing. These floppy, soft books had 

clever titles: The Rape of Dunphrey, Limbs on Fire, Channel in Chains. There was a 

small section of these naked books, short books he recognized the titles of: Pumpkin Vs. 

Thresher, Pumpkin Vs. Maggot, Pumpkin Vs. The Canyon Nobody Named. He heard the 

Waxface descend the ladder. 

“Are you here for Dr. Foot?” Her face was smudged and it made sense that she 

was a bookseller in Edgeville. Still, he thought he could probably fix her condition. 

“Ah.” It was unusual to be addressed by anyone besides Dr. Foot. “I’m here,” he 

replied. 

“Yes, of course you’re here,” she said. “Did Dr. Foot send you?” 
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Clarence measured it for a moment. Had he neglected a final errand? “I don’t 

believe so,” he decided. 

“Very well. Please allow me to assist you if I can.” She departed to a room behind 

her counter. 

Clarence looked at nothing until the Waxface returned. He concluded that he 

should make his way out of town.  

“Did you find nothing?” she asked. 

“I was looking for a map,” he said disappointedly. 

“Certainly,” she said, “right in this case.” She pulled a drawer from a big, black 

leather trunk on an iron stand.  

Clarence sifted through the thin pile; they all appeared the same but slightly 

different. He settled on one that looked as if its ink was stitched on, but it was only 

severely watermarked. He pulled a small velvet purse from his waist. 

“No,” the Waxface said. “I couldn’t possibly charge anyone for that, for any of 

these. Not even you, Clarence.” 

“Thank you,” he said. The map fit into the pocket of his shirt. 

“Thank you, Clarence Carver.” He had never been thanked for anything. He stood 

muddled. “I’ll be assisting Dr. Foot now. Part time, of course.” 

“Yes,” he said before he turned to the door, satisfied. “Of course.” 

+++ 

Clarence departed Edgeville to the east, eager to pass the brambles he’d spent so many 

harvests attending. For about a quarter of a rook’s step, he was tailed by a crippled coach. 
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He knew neither the coach nor the coachman. The vehicle pulled ahead of Clarence and 

made a wide turn around him. The coachman, a Sackface with a pointed head, stared him 

down, and once he was clear, whipped his lead to full speed.  

Without consulting his map, Clarence deduced he was headed in the right 

direction. He knew, believed he knew, what was northward and southward, but beyond 

the brambles, past where the white clouds collided with the Scarf then slipped under, oily 

and dingy, in that direction were the cities. Lantern too must be that way, and his 

residency with Heloise Lantern.  

He reached the brambles a shadow before mid-day. He considered himself in no 

hurry, unlike his previous excursion to Dega, a sack full of charred sticks, a coin eye, leaf 

and cloth ash slung across his back. He stepped into the drastic grade of the outer 

depression. Already more than a third of the bramble leaves crackled in yellows around 

him; here and there remained corpulent berries, bright sores too sweet for even the worms 

to eat. Clarence picked one, the cluster pulling from the stem, dripping juice. He held it in 

his palm then pinched it, seeds abrading his fingertips, juice staining them. He put his 

hand before his face and waved alluringly. Clarence supposed he had a sense of smell. He 

couldn’t describe it any other way. Harvestmen could see and hear, these senses triggered 

by vibrations and waves; but their touch was dull, and smell and taste were meaningless. 

Nevertheless, the way Clarence reacted to odor was the same way Royals appeared to 

feel towards certain glasses of blood and cattle specimens. At least that was the way it 

was, hip deep in the expiring brambles. The smells, if that’s indeed what they were, of 

Edgeville, with the exception of particular tobaccos, were mundane. Or else he was numb 
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to them. He could never think of anything else to compare to on those rare occasions he 

did smell something. It could very well have been his imagination, if Harvestmen had 

them. 

He passed a little more time in the brambles, scratching at roots, spreading 

branches, looking for tools, artifacts, secrets. There were hares; there always were, big 

white or black splotches darting around, shadows or light in rapid motion. Along with 

crows and owls, hares were grand gnostics.  

Clarence had spoken to hares before, but the only response he ever got was 

mockery and a crack on the back. Not from the hares; if they had anything to say, they 

were in no position to share with Clarence. Alone, he made the effort again. The hares 

kept their distance and silence. “Very well,” Clarence said, standing up, snagging his 

back on some tiny barbs. Nothing remained in the brambles but memories.  

+++ 

The road presented the first of many serious inclines. With the exception of the pointy-

headed coachman on the outskirts of Edgeville, Clarence remained, as ever, alone. Of 

course, there were moths and rooks, bees, flies, songbirds picking earwigs from the heads 

of thistles, a whip sunning itself in the road, soaking up the last bits of End-Harvest. 

Clarence considered the whip and what they soaked up under The Scarf.  

 There was thunder Clarence thought he understood. He looked up at the crest of 

the hill, saw nothing, then to the whip. He looked around for a stick or rod, maybe a 

spoke. There was none, so he nudged the whip with his boot. The whip rose up slightly 

annoyed. Clarence looked up the hill just as the coach topped the apex, and he nudged the 
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whip again. This time, the whip struck, doubling up on itself, its fangs piercing 

Clarence’s boot. He tried to shake it off, watching the coach begin its decent. This coach 

had six leads and Clarence knew the only coach that big traveling to Edgeville was the 

methane coach. He could hear the barrels ringing against each other. Clarence reached 

down and pulled the whip from his boot, venom seeping from the two holes, and the 

incessant whip wriggled through his hands and struck again, this time his arm. Clarence 

looked at the coach. It approached the bottom of the hill, would connect with Clarence 

and the whip in a few beats. He wound the whip around the rest of his arm and stepped to 

the side of the road. The coach clanged and rumbled past, tossing dust and gravel. 

 Clarence again failed to shake the whip loose; he pinched its head, pulled the 

fangs from his arm and coiled the creature around what could have been a juniper split by 

lightning. He watched the whip relax in the sunlight. At this angle, Clarence admired its 

black and blue bands. He told it, “You’ll make a fine piece of taxidermy one day.”  

At the top of the hill Clarence scanned what lay ahead. It was more of the same, 

without perhaps a whip. Hesitantly, he looked back the way he had come. Compared to 

what was ahead, he had not traveled far, even though the brambles were little more than 

dark patches flanking the road, and Edgeville was nothing but the top of the Great Silo 

erupting from a cluster of trees. Behind it was The Canyon Nobody Named, ambiguously 

stretching north and south, a scar, no, a gash upon the face of Cairn. He wished he had a 

pipe to commemorate the moment. Instead he took out his cassette player, wound it up, 

checked the cassette inside: scrawled along the label in fading ashpen were the words 
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Clifford Doom Quintet. He placed the receiver across his dome. A rhythm like a cat 

stalking a poisonous grub beat into the shell of his head, setting his pace.  

Clarence cleared two more hills and a broad bend before night began to settle, and 

he decided to consult his map. He would walk through the night, but he wanted to know 

what, if anything, might be of interest in his near future. He sat on a lumpy outcropping 

of rock, unfolded his map, tried to find Edgeville. Of places he knew, Dega and Thisleton 

were clearly labeled and connected. On the left of the map was a great long, jagged line 

he concluded was The Canyon Nobody Named. To the listed cartographer, the oddly 

mononymous Sofa, Edgeville was perhaps The Town Nobody Named, for in the place 

where Edgeville should—might—be there was either a very inconspicuous mark or a 

simple blemish. There was a similar mark near what was labeled Gore Creek. The road 

south from Gore Creek passed somewhat near the unidentified mark, but from that mark, 

there was no road. Clarence folded his map and pondered. 

+++ 

The cassette clicked to a stop and Clarence discovered he was on his back. If he could 

miss his evening chair, then he did. A fox was licking his head. He gently batted at the 

dog, which yapped once, leapt back and made a few circles, growling lowly before it lay 

down and waited. Clarence felt his head, finding—to his pleasure—no new marks. The 

fox lay in near perfect imitation of the great hounds the Dust revered and adorned their 

ossuaries with, so Clarence had seen in films. Its tail flipped occasionally, a sort of time 

piece. Under different circumstances, Clarence would regard the tail as very fine and 

arrange for its procurement. 
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He was curious how much longer the dark would linger. Evening was spent in the 

evening chair and he was spending it on a road nobody named. There was also the 

concern for the safety of his head; doubtless a host of other nocturnal fauna would find it 

a delightful treat if it remained on the ground or propped against a tree. He was lucky not 

to have attracted ants in his short absence.  

When Clarence finally pulled himself up from the ground, so did the fox. It 

barked its displeasure and ran off for better fruit. He wound his cassette player and 

replaced Clifford Doom with Aylesbury Ensemble, featuring the breaking glass of Ester 

Aylesbury.  

On this unmarked road he walked beneath a clear sky, the sliver of moon receding 

to his back, a faint reflection of his head. Forward on the black horizon the splatter of 

stars. He only noticed when his cassette player stopped again. The sky was no different 

from the sky above Edgeville, or the sky above the Gore Creek road, but it seemed 

different. He examined the starlight as Dr. Foot examined a bill of lading. He recognized 

many of the pictograms from a chart in the clinic: the twin crabs, the she-wolf, King 

Crow, Edgar’s rhombus. There were so many more. He wanted to glyph them. In fact, he 

recognized one not from the clinic, but his left boot: it was a three-tined fork. He stopped 

and swept the sky for the glyph on his other boot. The pictograms dissolved here and 

there in the black silhouettes of bats and owls. Nothing matched.  

By the time the sun began to seep and spill before him, Clarence cleared the top 

of a barren hill. Below was a wide, saturated plain. He looked at the black behind him 

and didn’t long for his evening chair much after that. 
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Chapter 5  

After all the business in Furst and Bain, Camping was content to relax anonymously in 

the splendor of the public carriage of the southbound coastal engine. In between delicate 

bites of a nice, pink terrine, and draughts directly from a half bottle of Vin de Pays 

purchased during the brief layover in Barker, he read the remaining quarter of a favorite 

satire, The Butler of Livertree; the book’s spine was cracked and the pages smelled like 

old tar and dead mice. In between all this, he peered through the carriage’s window at the 

mist falling from the storm clouds that spread from the sea, across the underside of the 

Scarf. With each pause, he did not contemplate the immediate future. Instead, he 

reflected on the bright youth of the terrine, deep minerality of the blood or clever, drab 

turn of written phrase. There was only a small amount of time between his arrival in 

Ryder and departure to the hinterlands to allow him the final corrections of his own 

manuscript—An Arbitrary Number of Shadows-Volume V—let alone settle his other 

affairs, so he considered the engine ride much as he did the docks of Furst as he saw them 

last: a sweet, casual lover who unpredictably will take to dirt for some unimaginable 

time.  

 Then, of course, he heard it. 

 “…a grassbag up north.” 

 “North? North? What do you mean, north? The Steppes?” 

 Camping could not un-hear the unraveling conversation, although it could as well 

have been about a prostitute as it could have been about a new fashion trend. Something 
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in the acute astonishment of their voices told him that what he knew, what a very 

calculated few knew, was rapidly becoming known. 

 They were a party of four: the three men wore hats and the woman, a matte red 

shoulder length wig with bangs. Camping believed he had met her before—she had the 

type of cheekbones and eyes he was partial to—but was certain she was not from Ryder. 

He did not recognize the men.  

 “Yes, Bevel? The Steppes, or further?” 

“Any further is beyond the Scarf.” The woman waved her hand above her head. In 

it was a long black cigarette in a short bone filter. 

“The Inland somewhere,” offered Bevel, who reclined and bit into a strip of thick, 

dry skin. “It’s of no consequence, naturally. I wouldn’t worry about it.” 

 “Then why bring it up, Bevel?” Now the woman severely crossed her arms and 

examined the glowing ash. The other two men looked at her, waiting for an answer.  

 That idiosyncrasy affirmed that Camping knew the woman—from better days 

long past in Knutt. Her hair was shorter then, little more than a pelt of black locks. He 

recalled more intimate details as well, but not her name.  

 The woman concentrated in pyromantic study. “Well?” she said.  

“Engine talk, Hindly.” Bevel stood up and realigned his trousers. He sat down and 

smiled at his companions. “Now pass me the knuckles, won’t you, Coil?” 

Camping understood that between Hindly and Bevel, only Hindly knew the truth. 

He wondered exactly what she saw in the pale orange ember. She was now looking 
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across the aisle into his eyes and he was grateful for the lack of fire there. She nodded to 

him in acknowledgment. 

 Hindly and her company reengaged their round of knuckles, but Camping could 

not return to anything. He stared at the party, listening to the trivial disputes of this Lord 

or that Lord, or the scandal of some Physician in Barker-by-the Inland. A porter came by 

to remove Camping’s dish. “Anything else, Mr. Ca…” Camping raised a finger and held 

the long nail against his lip, then realized he wasn’t sure anyone else could actually hear 

the porter or not. The porter began again, “Anything else, sir?” Camping shook his head 

in negation. 

 Without cause, it began again. 

“A hole?” It was the fellow who had yet to be named.  

 “Right,” Coil added. “And how do they know?” 

 “Listen,” Bevel said with weary caution, “it’s specters.” 

 “It’s engine talk,” Hindly cynically intoned.  

 “But a hole? It would have to be pretty big to notice, I imagine.”  

 Camping gently surveyed the rest of the carriage. The only Harvestmen allowed 

were the porters, and of the other five occupants, three were engaged in books or 

periodicals, and two were engaged in the deep study of each other’s throats and tongues. 

 The engine entered a brief tunnel and when it reemerged, Camping stood before 

Hindly and her party. “Could I trouble you for a cigarette? I’ve run out.”  
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 Hindly had the knuckles, rattled them around in their carafe. “I’m sure the porter 

could help you with that,” she said, spilling the knuckles across the board. She had all 

sixes. The three men looked to the board, then to Camping. Coil frowned. 

 “Allow me,” said the unnamed man, pulling a bone case from his vest. 

 “Thank you, Royal,” said Camping. 

 “I’m Durham. This is Bevel, Coil, and our lovely Hindly.” 

 Camping tapped the cigarette on the palm of his hand. “Sixes? Every one? Say, 

that’s quite a trick.” 

 “Indeed. I think she could be Dust under all that make-up,” Durham teased, which 

brightened Coil’s pout.  

 “And you are?” asked Bevel.  

 “Yes,” added Hindly, “since we are becoming forced friends, who are you?” 

 “Camping,” he said, and Hindly nodded, slightly defeated.  

 “Would you care to join us?” Durham presented. “Hindly is so far ahead, she may 

as well be playing a separate round. We could start anew?” 

 “My gratitude, Durham, but no. I have no luck for knuckles. I did, I apologize, 

overhear something about a hole? The conversation sounded intriguing. May I inquire?” 

 “You don’t know about the hole, Mr. Camping?” Hindly picked each knuckle up 

and dropped them one by one into the carafe. 

 “Indeed,” he replied, “nothing. All I heard was something about a hole and 

specters. I imagined some gaping wound in the ground. It happens occasionally, I 

understand, beyond the Scarf. Has it happened in the civilized world?” 
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 “What Bevel describes is not geologic,” Coil stressed. “He reports of a hole in the 

Scarf.” 

 “The Scarf?” Camping panted in ridiculous laughter. “Specters indeed!” 

 “You know nothing of this report, Mr. Camping?” Hindly persisted.  

 “You mean of the jest, Lady Hindly? No, nothing. As I know nothing of geology 

or meteorology. I am a writer, a novelist, and of specters only, I know much.” 

 “You certainly must not know Ladies,” Durham joked. 

 “I have no way to validate the truth of my report,” Bevel said motioning for the 

porter. “As I told my companions, I intended only to add interesting discussion to a long, 

lifeless trip. It was but something I heard and nothing more. Now, if you’ll excuse me.” 

He pulled a fine leather wallet from his jacket, fingering coins, calculating in his head. 

“In gratitude,” he said crossly, waving the wallet over the table. He paid the porter and 

departed the carriage.  

 “Serious fellow,” Camping said. 

 “A bore,” replied Hindly. 

 “Very well.” Camping clapped his hands and bowed. “Thank you, Durham. 

Hindly, Coil.” 

 “Could you use another cigarette?”  

 “Thank you, Durham, but I think I will speak to the porter. We are on a tedious 

ride.” 

 Camping returned to his seat, but with his back to the party. He wondered how far 

down the coast they would be before Hindly abandoned her partners and sat before him. 
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 “If there was a hole,” Coil proclaimed, “do you think the sun shines through?” 

 “I suppose I should care,” answered Durham, “but all I can think about is if you 

can see stars at night.” 

 “You two are absolutely hopeless,” Hindly said and rattled the knuckles. 

 I’d like to see stars, remembered Camping. He expected he would.  

+++ 

The engine stopped in Kryss. There was a short layover, swapping out methane cars for 

cattle cars. The cattle inside the cars moaned and coughed. They pushed one another 

aside, their idiot eyes peering through the slates.  

The attendant at the psychomanteum office was a Sackface with a black zipper 

mouth—zipped—and painted eyes of curls and slashes like the Dust. At one moment, 

upon entering the office, Camping regarded her as a type of pretty. Just as suddenly, 

considering the line ahead, resentment for the Dust and all their speculative alchemy 

began to boil inside him. Telepathy, my cock, he thought. And what did those old, dry 

bones know about anything, anyway? Apparently, he was discovering, nothing at all 

about the hole in the dermasphere. 

 Directly ahead of him was a Royal in a crushed suit and a cheap beard—Camping 

could see its hooks around his ears. There were a couple others, but the crowd was mostly 

Harvestmen and what was so important that they had to communicate in droves, Camping 

couldn’t fathom. They sat and stood quietly, their lifeless eyes painted and stitched. 

Although he felt no inclination, he could sympathize with those who occasionally burned 

psychomanteum offices down in fits of angst and irritation.  
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 It wasn’t that Camping disliked Harvestmen. On the contrary, they quite 

fascinated him, as he was fascinated by crickets and cuttlefish. And like crickets and 

cuttlefish, Harvestmen were hardly people. Yet, Harvestmen weren’t animals. At best, 

they were tools. Tools that operated themselves, made themselves, repaired themselves—

most importantly, they were photo-resistant.  Sometimes they did interesting things, and 

to that, they were a little bit like animals; animals that every now and again made 

important observations about the natural world.  

“Mr. Camping,” the attendant said, “please take the second room on the left.” 

Camping smiled, unbuttoning his top coat as he passed into the dim hall. 

Beside the curtained stall was a box affixed to the wall. Inside the box were fat, 

stumpy tallow candles and a tray of matches. Camping struck a match on the box, lit a 

candle and stepped into the stall. In the center was a small table with a built-in candle 

holder and shabby chair. Camping sat, setting the candle. The shallow flame waxed and 

waned, crackled, then grew long and straight, and finally settled into a weave of irregular, 

conjoined ovals. The flame’s gesticulations were repeated, warped and reversed in the 

mirrored walls of the psychomanteum. Camping patiently waited. He hated this sort of 

technology. 

The shadows roiled like clouds in a sky unhindered. Camping vaguely recalled 

what that might look like. Instead, he was reminded of blood churning around fine 

glassware, blood running from elaborate openings in cattle.  

Then, an immaterial voice resounded: “Camping.” 

“Ingle,” he replied. 
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“You know the business?” 

“Yes,” he answered, annoyed. “Has everybody grown stupid? Yes, I am aware of 

the business.” 

 “Very well. Now, what can you say?” 

 “A few words: hearsay, idiots, Hindly.” 

 “Hindly? Hrm.” 

 “Hrm, indeed.” 

 “What of the idiots?” 

 “Managed.” 

 “Your quality is impenetrable, Camping, are you aware?” 

 Camping sat quietly. The cheap candle ran fast and low. 

 “Anything else?” 

 “Give my regards to Gamble, please. I think I left him a little unsettled.” 

 “So we hear. You’ve been charming your way around the horn, so to speak.” 

 “Well,” Camping confided, “these are charming times.” And he blew the candle 

out. 

+++ 

Chapter 6 

Birth eagerly awaited Harri’s revelation. Her few thus far had been the usual poignant 

reports of early grape harvests and unseasonal floods. The people noted that if not her 

mother’s hair, at least the girl maintained some valuable trait. Still, in the recessed fog of 

the previous celebration, they conducted an orgy for her swift recovery. Blood and other 
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fluids were spilled, but no wine. In the morning, the early risers picked through the bones 

in the ash heaps, scryd the marks in the tattered haunch of a wild dog. They learned 

nothing important to them, news of their cousins across the flatfields, cryptic messages 

that could have been about a shark that walks on land, or a creeping mold with an 

ancestor’s voice. It may have been a death notice. The air permeated with too much 

knowledge. If they weren’t careful, Birth might burst into flames. It happened before and 

there was never enough learning from too much knowledge. 

 Despin, wrapped in yellow gauze, her wide, pointed hat on her head, walked 

through Birth kissing the people she met in appreciation for the orgy, assuring them that 

Harri possessed wonderful news. She kissed their lips, their bruised, blood-stained 

knuckles, the welts on their legs and backs. In turn they thanked her, passing intricate 

hand gestures before her face.  

 She made her way out of town along the path to the market. It was much cooler, a 

salty wind swirling in from the shore. The long grasses rose and fell as waves, shrubs 

shook as fists. The Opened Eye, ever obstinate, looked on. The path to market was a good 

place to pray. In all the ceremony of the past few days, Despin neither gave thanks to the 

Grand and His Hands nor proclaimed her desires. Faith was not difficult to maintain, but 

prayer as a basic mode of veneration was often lost unless necessity impended otherwise. 

In her mind’s eye she visualized the lines and shapes, the dots and loops. She cupped her 

right breast with her right hand and made a few articulate passes in the air with her left. 

She thanked the Eyes and spat. She did likewise in the opposite, this time thanking those 

particular Hands she made sacrifices to, entities beyond names and form, yet the angles 
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of their being and the echoes of their voices actualized in her mind. In no time she came 

upon the market cistern, a red depression in the hard ground. She plunged her face into 

the cool water, drank deeply, the tents of the market just ahead, the voices of its 

occupants buzzing in the wind. She would finish praying on the way back. 

 Despin only occasionally went to market. Most of what her family needed could 

be found in or around Birth, but she had two martyrs now, and fish and roots would not 

suffice, so she met with the butcher first.  

 The butcher was the central merchant of the market, having a deep, half covered 

cellar hewn in the ground. Ranchers from across the boggy interior of the flatfields 

lugged the crocodile carcasses on their backs across the plain at night, their silhouettes 

appearing as though the beasts themselves lumbered—it kept certain scavengers at bay.  

 A dusty boy took Despin by the hand, kissed it, and led her below. Hanging in the 

cellar were various cuts of meat: half bodies, legs, tails. On a mat in one corner were 

heads and offal. The boy walked Despin through the selections and she picked a smaller 

tail (unhooking it herself as the boy was too short), a medium head with a sinister grin 

and a big, black heart. Above ground, Despin gave her hat to the boy to hold and taking 

one of the rancher’s thin knives, dug though the hair at the back of her head, isolating a 

lock and cutting it as close to her scalp as possible. The rancher coiled the hair, put it in 

his purse and thanked her. She took her hat and kissed the boy on his cheek, biting him 

slightly. 

 She made her way to the apothecary without meeting anyone she knew. The 

market primarily served settlements that lined the plain outside the flatfields, places less 
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self-sufficient than Birth. And yet Birth and its people were considered undesirable. They 

lived too close to the end of the world. Through the Keep, they would serve as nothing 

but food. It made no difference to the merchants, who were the same anywhere. 

 At the apothecary, Despin paid the fee of another lock, this time cut with a 

serrated pair of shears. An old, scared woman rattled shell phials in a gnarled wooden 

rack.  

 “Marm,” Despin said. The woman turned to Despin, prying open one of her 

closed eyes.  

 “Despin! Fgh!” She waved her off and continued arranging the phials.  

 “Okay, dog, I’ll wait until you’re finished.”  

 Despin went to a table of dried flora, searching the bundles from the ranchlands. 

She picked one up and touched it to her tongue. She tested another. They seemed old. She 

came to a stack of grey, springy moss and tasted it. She took a few sheets and tucked 

them into the band of her hat.  

 “Fgh!” announced the old woman, nudging Despin aside and snatching both 

bundles Despin sampled, tucking them into her tunic, then departed. Despin waved a 

simple gesture and went back to the phials. The old woman shuffled them out of order 

and Despin had to sniff each one to find what she wanted. She could only find two of the 

three balms she needed, tying them into the loops of her garment. She would have to get 

a liver and another heart from the butcher. 
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 A pair of twin girls from Birth stopped her at one of the grocers, kneeling and 

kissing her feet. To the annoyance of the surrounding patrons, they insisted she take a 

string of figs and sack of almonds they had just purchased.  

 “She is blessed!” they proclaimed in unison. “The mother of martyrs!” They 

looked exactly the same except one had both her ears and one didn’t. Despin accepted the 

offering and kissed the sisters on the mouth.  

 Another dusty boy at the butcher’s fetched a smaller heart from the cellar, but the 

livers were gone. She would make do. 

 Despin ate a couple of figs and some almonds at the edge of the market and drank 

again at the clay cistern. She made a sign in the air, spat, and began the walk home, her 

parcels tied and tethered across her back.  

 To her good fortune, amidst her prayers, she heard the rattle of a snake in the 

grass. She slowly parted the grass along the path with her hat, but couldn’t find it. She 

stepped into the brown and golden waves. In a small bald patch, an outcropping of arid 

rock, she saw not one but two snakes entwined, furiously copulating. Fortunate indeed, 

she curtsied to the Hands. She stripped, taking the gauze and folded it as a net, attaching 

it to a dead and bent arm of shrub. The snakes spiraled, their rattles beating the rock. 

Despin hissed and with her free hand began snapping a back-beat to the rattles. In a few 

measures, the snakes fell in sync with Despin’s rhythm, bobbing in time, ceasing their 

rattling. She crept towards them, snapping and hissing, bobbing as they until she was 

upon them and with swift assurance caught her prey.  
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 She placed the rolling bag of snakes aside her other goods just inside a sheet of 

grass. Some market patrons were coming down the path. She crouched low, out of sight. 

It was the sisters she met. She could see them arm in arm with another girl, laughing and 

singing a rude hymn. When she was alone again she searched for a bare piece of dirt, and 

finding none, tugged at the roots of some grass. The ground was hard and would not 

yield, so Despin stepped back onto the earthen path. She swopped down, turning, 

drawing curves and angles in the air, incanting divine equations of The Grand. When she 

tallied the final equation, she spread her legs as far as she could and urinated. 

 Prayer was liberating. 

+++ 

As the Closed Eye slipped below the horizon at her back, Despin squatted on the cool 

night ground before a fire stone, tending to several poultices warming on the surface. 

They were foul and fresh. Scrawny hounds, enticed by the mixed aromas, paced around 

her all evening, so when a scrawny thing began nuzzling the back of her neck, she paid 

no attention. 

 “Marm,” the thing whispered. 

 Despin swiveled around and embraced her daughter so she choked and coughed.  

 “My blood, your ancestors have released you,” Despin finally said after many 

kisses to Harri’s face.  

 Harri sat down with her feet propped up on her heels. The blisters were full, but 

less angry than they had been the previous two nights.  
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 Despin took the gauze from around her shoulder and tore it in two, scooping a 

poultice with a shell and folding it into one end of the fabric. Then she wrapped the entire 

dressing around her daughter’s foot and bound it with raw snakeskin. She did likewise to 

the other.  

 “Oh,” Harri groaned, and stretched out on the ground with her arms above her 

head. She was built in the same womanly proportions as her mother, but not yet as tall, 

and her hair was as fair as her mother’s was dark. It looked like shards of moonlight 

spreading across the sand.  

 “Stand up, Harri,” Despin said, sprinkling one last fatty aromatic that spit and 

sputtered on the remaining poultice. “It’s your turn to help.”  

 “Haven’t I helped enough, Marm?” 

 Despin muttered to the sky, “My selfish children.” Then she stood up and said, 

“Your mate has made an equal sacrifice, my blood. We must hurry.”  

Harri rolled onto her hands and knees and carefully tested her feet. 

Despin gathered her utensils and elements, scooped the rancid poultice into a clay 

jar and handed it to Harri. “What a blessing that you should return to me tonight. I don’t 

know that I can do it without you.”  

 “A blessing of the Hands,” Harri said, holding the jar far from her face. 

 “Of the hand, indeed,” her mother replied, sealing the jar with a lid. 

+++ 

Argu’s moans had dried into hoarse rasps. He lay half on the pallet, his intact arm fallen 

over the side, his wound across his chest. He shuttered little in the torchlight. 
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 “Marm,” Harri said, “What did you do?”  

 Despin pulled her hair forward and dipped several full locks into the chamber’s 

cistern. “Collected a gift,” she said.  

 Harri set the jar down above his head and lightly kissed his cracked lips. “Oh, my 

mate, my lovely twin,” she whispered. “What wonderful thing did you become? What 

beautiful sights have you seen?” She blinked a few tears onto his forehead.  

 “Yes, my blood, talk to him—make him comfortable.” Despin gently pushed her 

daughter aside, and then placed her wet locks across the boy’s mouth. At first he licked 

the wet hair but soon he was sucking out the moisture.  

 “Good boy,” Despin said. She reached out, grabbing Harri’s hand and brushing it 

across the hair of his chest. “Make him comfortable, I said. Neither of us will be able to 

hold him down if he resists his treatment.”  

 Harri climbed onto her brother, laying his incomplete arm across her back, her 

cheek flat against his chest. “I can hold him,” she said. 

 Despin smiled, wringing the remaining water from her hair into Argu’s mouth. 

She opened the jar and the familiar smell of hot decay vented into the chamber. Harri 

gagged: she was still young. With both hands, Despin lifted most of the warm, pliable 

mass and dropped it directly onto Argu’s stump. Harri’s back, despite her shroud, 

twitched beneath the medicine. And Argu…a specter escaped him. He howled, and the 

hounds of Birth arose and howled in return. His body bucked and Harri slipped her arms 

and legs around him and tightened. He nearly yanked his stump from the poultice, but 

Despin caught him, smoothing the greasy aid, forming it around his wrist.  
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 “Almost, my blood, almost.” Despin fanned the application with her hair. “Tell 

him, girl.”  

 Argu tried to roll off the pallet. Harri kissed his neck and said prayers into his 

ears.  

 Soon, before pain and anguish exhausted him once more, dawn began and the 

flies arrived. Four or five buzzed coyly around the room. More came in. And when they 

couldn’t resist any longer, they coated the cooling poultice, feeding and copulating.   

+++ 

Chapter 7 

Clarence Carver sat in the drawing room of a boarding house in Bridgetown and 

reoriented himself. The green papered walls of the room were decorated at irregular 

intervals with cheerful bas-relief portraits of Sackfaces. Clarence wondered if they were 

portraits or actually decapitated and framed heads, the stuffing serving some other useful 

purpose.  

He was just over a week’s walk from where he began. If Harvestmen could feel 

exhaustion, he wouldn’t have: he possessed a certain elation on the road, absorbing all he 

could from the stars at night. Every few hours, the fox would come upon him and bark. 

He passed beside the granaries of Thistleton and Thornwall hamlets, according to his 

map, of less importance then Edgeville, whose inhabitants were busy in the fields with 

scythes swinging like stoic clockwork.  Twice a mail coach rumbled by at dawn. Besides 

that, he was utterly alone on the road and suspected it was due to the time of the season. 
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Then, on the other side of yet another hill, in the distance of the valley, he saw the green 

edge of a river converge with the road at a bridge and the town beyond it. 

“We have no rooms, Harvestman,” said the clerk at the boarding house on the 

edge of the town. He didn’t know what else to call Clarence and Clarence was surprised 

that the clerk did not know who he was. And still, the clerk very well knew what he was. 

“End-Harvest, you know.” 

“No room, thank you. I just need a work space, if I may…” 

“There’s a Physician’s clinic across Pike Bridge. And another one across Frog 

Bridge. Oh, and one…no, that’s a whorehouse.” Clarence nodded: Edgeville had but Dr. 

Foot’s lone clinic and no whorehouses.  

Clarence crossed the long Carpenter Bridge into Bridgetown proper. On this side 

of Bridgetown, to the north were apple orchards, to the south cherry orchards. The cross-

pollination yielded fruits that triggered a sense of delight in the cattle. Needless to say, 

the fruit was particularly expensive. Clarence imagined the fragrance during Sowing 

would be overwhelming.  

Bridgetown was not like the cityscape of Dega, yet the grid of incongruous streets 

was similar, and besides the silent population of Harvestmen and their sentinel Silo, it 

was absolutely nothing at all like Edgeville. There were a few buildings almost as tall as 

the Silo. There were small boats helmed by Harvestmen in the waterway. There was a 

waterway and many stylistic bridges to cross it. And the sky above was open and full of 

sunlight.  
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As usual, nobody was particularly encouraged by his presence. On the other hand, 

they didn’t seem to be more hateful either.  

At the Physician’s clinic on the other side of Frog Bridge, Clarence was greeted 

by the assistant. “Go away, Clarence Carver. Dr. Mandible is not here,” the assistant said. 

Clarence walked the linear streets, traversing bridges, reading old handbills for numerous 

entertainments. He walked past the cinema on one side of Pike Bridge. On the other side, 

across from the Physician’s clinic, there was also a boarding house. The clerk was the 

second Dust he had ever met. The first had been a pimp in Dega.  

“Welcome to Tul House, you handsome fellow, you. I am Tul.” Clarence was 

uncomfortably reminded of the Degan pimp.  

“Hello,” Clarence said, “I don’t need a room, just a desk. Perhaps a table?” He 

placed a coin on the counter. 

“Of course, of course,” Tul said, spinning the coin on the counter then placing it 

into a purse around his crackled neck. To Clarence he smelled like taxidermy and leaves 

burning in early Dead-Harvest. “The drawing room is all yours.” 

Clarence rummaged through drawers of questionable objects until he found a 

working pen. The ink inside was fat and red, not what he wanted. He sat at a table near a 

portrait the likeness of Clover Globe. He asked it, “Clover?” But the eyes were different 

from how he remembered Clover’s and the portrait didn’t answer. He unfolded his map 

on the table and loaded a small needle with black thread. He sewed a black “X” on the 

watermark where Edgeville should be. At a roughly southeastern track from Edgeville, 

flanked by rusted blotches that must represent hills, Clarence found Bridgetown, just as 
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he suspected. He stitched his trail and would have marked it Edgeville Road if he had 

found a proper pen. No roads were labeled on the map anyway, nor the water systems. 

One line of blue ink—Clarence assumed a river—mirrored the black line of the road and 

spilt into two forks that wound into angular blotches that Clarence interpreted as 

mountains. One road ended at a prominent ink dot labeled Yvette in red ink. The other 

line appeared to wander aimlessly through the mountains where it finally ran into a near 

illegible dot labeled Lantern. He was far from Dega, Edgeville, and everything he ever 

knew. He scanned the rest of the map briefly, noting further information he did not 

understand. Then he folded the map, placed it back into his shirt pocket and wondered 

whether cartography was so much more difficult than the Physician’s trade.  

+++ 

Clarence Carver met Marcus Broom at the cinema. He didn’t know how much leisure 

time he would have in Lantern, and besides, it was a holiday. He marveled at the 

elaborate curves and swirls that decorated the walls and ceiling. He marveled at a theatre 

that had walls and a ceiling. The billing was a double feature of experimental entomology 

with no newsreel. The seats on either side of Clarence were empty, but his head was an 

obstruction from behind as well, so Marcus resolved to sit beside the gourdhead than 

waste his ticket.  

When the house lights came up, as Clarence was thinking about the curious 

soundtrack of Mantis Mastication, Marcus offered a jab. It was the least he could do to 

make up for the past three and a half hours.  
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“Too many fans at the Tiger Trap?” The Tiger Trap was the other cinema by Tul 

House, and the feature that evening was My Many Headaches, a mock documentary 

about Pumpkin.  

“They wouldn’t let me in.” 

“Sold you a ticket, I suppose.” 

Clarence brushed some spider silk from his boot, yanked his satchel from below 

the seat and stood up. 

“You’re the one from Edgeville?” Marcus asked. 

“I am from Edgeville.” 

“I’m supposed to take you to Lantern. I wasn’t expecting you so soon. Aren’t they 

still threshing in Edgeville, or whatever you do in the country?” 

“I used to work in the brambles,” Clarence said.  

“Oh.” Marcus’s head was layers and layers of fine netting. His eyes were wide 

black lacquered washers, and he had no mouth.  

“If you don’t mind,” Clarence declared, “I’d prefer to take the road alone to 

Lantern.” 

“I’d prefer you take the road alone as well, but it’s at least a day by coach and you 

won’t make it on foot.” 

Clarence considered the engine he had been hearing whistle. “Then the engine.” 

“If you can wait that long. The next engine scheduled for Harvestmen won’t be 

until sometime in Dead-Harvest and I was under the impression that someone in Lantern 

wanted you quite before then.” 
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+++ 

Clarence and Marcus walked to the coach house on the east end of Bridgetown. Along 

the way they passed one of the tall buildings. It had no windows and the ornate double 

doors that would open to the street were covered in as much spider webbing as it was 

with carved roses and dahlias.  

“Royal lodgings?” Clarence asked. 

“You’ve never been out of the country, Clarence?” 

“I was in Dega once.” 

“Dega! That’s still the country.” Clarence wondered if Marcus had ever been to 

the country. “Let me give you some advice,” Marcus continued. “Have you ever heard 

the expression a fish out of water?” 

Clarence thought about it. “Unless it’s a banded catfish, so I’ve read, I expect the 

fish would die.” 

“So it does, Clarence. Keep that in mind.” 

They came upon a small windowless building with “Exchange Vault” chiseled 

into the grey brick. It was in the same state of disuse as the lodgings.  

“A few Royals from Yvette used to have business here—sometime before my 

First Season. Every now and again, a rogue drifts into town. A painter or a poet from 

some distant Krewe. Lord Balance insists on our persistent hospitality.”  

There were more empty spaces than just the Royal accommodations. Whether it 

was the holiday, End Harvest, or Clarence himself, Bridgetown, while greater than 

Edgeville, appeared as a town of specters. It seemed for every shop on the lane closing 
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for the day or already closed, there were two storefronts that had clearly never even been 

occupied, built for purposes Clarence could not conceive.  

Somewhere behind them, behind the facades and electrical poles, the engine 

whistled yet again. Clarence and Marcus crossed Pleasant Bridge, stepping into the end 

of town. Next to the coach house was an immaculately painted white building with a long 

covered porch. Beautiful Waxfaces sat on the porch reading books or sewing 

embellishments on all sorts of garments. 

“Need to make a confession, Clarence? You won’t find any companionship like 

this in Lantern,” Marcus joked, but with sincerity added, “I understand they are actually 

quite lonely. Can you imagine having no purpose?” Even if he was an effigy, Clarence 

could not imagine a purposeless existence.  

Marcus went around into the side of the coach house and Clarence went to the 

dispatch window to calculate the fare. 

“It’s been paid, Pumpkin, by your benefactor in Lantern,” said the Sackface at the 

counter. Clarence thought about paying for passage elsewhere, but there was no place 

else to go. “You have a letter as well.” The letter was opened, but it didn’t appear to have 

had coins in it.  

Clarence, when I said come by the clinic, I meant while I was there. If I 

discover the absence of anything that I would miss, be sure I will hold you 

responsible. Have you even found your way to Bridgetown? We may never know. 

With regards to your chairs, I will certainly hold the proceeds, as they were my 

proceeds that paid for them. And what of your pipe? Without a doubt, you are a 
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new generation of gourdhead, indeed. I don’t expect to ever meet you again, and 

one way or another, I am grateful for that. Then again, I didn’t expect to have had 

such limited time to train you, and for that, you have my deepest regrets. My 

solitary testament is that you have learned at least one thing under my instruction.  

As the seasons change, 

Avery Foot 

Marcus appeared with a short coachman’s crop, “Let’s go, Clarence, before the 

sun begins to set.” 

+++ 

“Excuse me.” Clarence sat beside Marcus in the small buggy drawn by a pale lead. They 

were approaching the nameless out-going bridge. The fallow landscape just east of 

Bridgetown with the occasional pockets of uncultivated apple trees was blanketed by 

dark green grass that didn’t seem to care Dead Harvest could be a few handfuls of days 

away. “What is that?” Clarence knew very well what it was. He could smell it. 

“A feedlot.” It was a small pen of cattle, no more than two dozen, with a long tin 

roofed lean-to in the corner and troughs along the high barbed fencing. A single old apple 

tree grew in the center and several cattle sat in its elongated shade. They looked different 

from the descriptions Clarence had read about in books, but for the most part, besides the 

various shades of tan skin, they were nearly identical to Royals. “I told you, the Yvette 

Krewe used to spend more time in Bridgetown. We don’t really know what to do with 

them. Just try to keep them from multiplying. They seem to behave themselves, as far as 

animals go.”  
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“They’re hairy,” Clarence said. He thought of the mythic ape Dr. Foot claimed to 

have seen at The Academy. 

“Well, yes. Some of them are. Have you never seen cattle?” 

“No,” Clarence said, “just anatomical charts. They don’t make movies about 

them.” 

“They do, Clarence, just not the kind Harvestman watch.” 

Where the river split, they crossed a wooden bridge—really, five or six wide 

planks lashed together that looked and sounded as if it would collapse under the weight 

of the lead alone. Clarence saw knobby headed fish in the water flash in the diminishing 

light. Then the mountains seemed to flood in rock and trees around them. Darkness 

trickled in after. Clarence looked up the sides and pictured the view from the bottom of 

The Canyon Nobody Named. He didn’t suppose it looked at all like this.  

The night completed its descent and they rode in silence for a while. The 

dampened sound of End-Harvest water flowed languidly in the darkness to the side. The 

course was slow. “Hazardous road,” Marcus said driving the buggy around the eighth or 

ninth nearly invisible pile of fallen rock. Eventually he lit the lantern to benefit the lead, 

and the coach was swarmed by insects.  

Clarence examined a finger-length lacewing that alighted on his hand. “So, what 

do you do, Clarence?” Marcus asked. 

Clarence considered that if Marcus didn’t know who he was or who sent for him, 

then he didn’t know he was a Physician’s assistant. There was probably a reason for that. 

Clarence almost answered entomologist, but instead said, “I’m a carpenter.”  
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“That last bridge must have impressed you.”  

“I build chairs. Mostly.” The lacewing flexed its antennae, receiving and 

transmitting information. 

“Yes. Lots of craftsmen in the country. You must have a commission in Lantern.” 

“Right,” Clarence said. “Several.” 

“Several? Well, Lantern does seem to attract outsider art and one cannot get more 

outsider than an eccentric Waxface with a gourd for a head.”  

“Right,” Clarence remarked, touching the side of his head, confirming it was still 

indeed a pumpkin. Was he really so close to Edgeville, and yet so far? He shook the 

lacewing off, smelled the heady scent of pine pitch and listened to the engine roar past 

somewhere in the dark.  

+++ 

Every eleven years in Edgeville, cicadas erupted from the old roots of the town’s ash and 

birch. The shameless, lithe females scuttle west, secreting their potent pheromones, 

pursued by the sluggish, intoxicated males. The males eventually mount the females, and 

as their bulk thrusts against their partners, the couples creep toward the Canyon Nobody 

Named. Then, in one of those delicate mechanisms of natural science, the females know 

precisely when the relationship is finished: as they are about to go over the edge of the 

canyon, they spread their beautiful filigree wings and disengage from their lovers. The 

wingless, mouthless males tumble to the canyon floor, their blaring abdominal chorus of 

mournful desire growing in resonance from the long and wide earthen mouth. 
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Clarence had never heard the cicadas, but he had seen their dried and fractured 

exuviae in Dr. Foot’s expansive collection. The coach emerged from the other end of a 

long, blackened tunnel, the sky aflame with starlight. Then waves of radiating sound, the 

vibrations crashing against Clarence’s hollow head, muted the unseen, nameless river. He 

deduced that cicadas were responsible.  

“Frost and hail,” cursed Marcus, extinguishing the lamp, halting the coach.  

“Should I…should I do something?” Clarence asked.  

“You have a hammer, I’m sure.” 

Clarence sat quietly, the rhythmic chirps and pops surrounding them rising in 

intensity. 

“An awl? A chisel?” 

Clarence carefully considered the contents of his Physician’s bag. His squares of 

ragged cloth seemed harmless and his set of needles contained none longer than an 

average finger. He didn’t even have a book of matches, as he didn’t have a pipe. At best, 

he was armed with heavy boots.  

“Are you there, Clarence? They’re all around us.”  

“Who?” he asked. 

“Toads. Yvette’s toads.”  

As if summoned, something large and wet smacked into the side of the buggy, 

then something else, and another thing, until the coach toppled over and the Harvestmen 

leapt free. “Give me a nail or something,” Marcus called out.  
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The lead moaned, struggling to get up and was quickly silenced following a chirp, 

a pop and gulp.  

“Well, never mind, now. You have my gratitude, carpenter.” 

Clarence stooped by the rear of the coach, kicking at the spokes of the upward 

wheel. The toads, however many more there were, were not all satisfied. They franticly 

chirped and popped.  

Marcus relit the lamp, which he removed from the coach. The light from the 

muddled wick burned dim, and in the gloom, Clarence could see Yvette’s toads. There 

were two others besides the toad that continued to gulp the lead down an expanding 

throat. Clarence noted they were indeed toad-like, with the exception of their size, their 

slouching, bi-pedal stance and the feelers or proboscises that surrounded the toad’s head, 

or mouth, or whatever they encircled.  

“Stop that!” Marcus rushed over to Clarence, wanting to push him away, but 

couldn’t muster the right agitation.  

Clarence stopped, but asked, “Why don’t they go away?” 

“Why do flies eat shit, Clarence? I don’t know, maybe they’re spawning.” 

One of the toads stretched its neck up into the air, ending its song, then leapt off 

the road toward the river, but the other continued to sing, adding the thump of a flabby 

foot. Its curious head swayed back and forth, sensing familiar things it did not 

understand.  

“If I throw a rock at it…” 
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“Where was this rock before?” Marcus circled the buggy as a hound circles its 

own marking. “You realize I am my own lead now.”  

“Glawahk!” the toad called. It made the sound again and again in irritation.  

Clarence remembered one other item in his bag. He pulled out the stack of flesh 

and tossed a few sheets at the beasts.  

The feeding toad cleanly severed the very hind end of the lead, mostly legs, and 

sniffed the folded flesh. It pointed its head towards Clarence.  “Glawahk,” it answered, 

spraying the air with red mist and bits of meat.  

“Where are your tools, carpenter? Something’s happening.” Marcus brandished 

the crop as if the crack of its end would do anything besides further aggravate the toads.  

“Yes,” Clarence replied. He tossed the rest of the flesh in either frustration or 

desperation. The dead meat seemed unappetizing. Then in a single leap, the toads 

surrounded him, bowing up and down, making furious noise. He slowly stretched both 

hands to the toad’s faces, mesmerizing them with nothing. Their tendrils jiggled along his 

fingertips, and slowly, Clarence reached around and stroked the back of their spongy 

necks. The toads began to chirp and pop again. 

“Clarence,” Marcus began. 

“Wait,” Clarence said. With apprehension, the toad that had not eaten the lead 

stretched its neck towards Clarence. “Wait,” Clarence repeated. The toad carefully drew 

its feelers around the curve of Clarence’s head, tested the openings of his eyes and 

mouth. The toad rose up high on its legs, stretched its face to the sky, and sighed. It 
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chirped and popped to its companion, and they both bounced off back up the mountain 

side. 

After he watched the pale masses disappear into the dark, Marcus looked at the 

remains of his lead and said to Clarence, “I don’t suppose that toad would have made a 

good lead anyway.” 

+++ 

The canyon road rose and curved and backed over itself until it plateaued at a flat but 

narrow pass hinged in between smooth granite walls with mineral striations that glittered 

in the sinking moonlight. Clarence wondered if the coach could have actually scraped 

though the pass. He and Marcus walked in silence until they reached the end of the pass 

which was hindered by a fallen pine, its bark wind-stripped, and lines of pale wood 

shining beneath. Clarence asked, “This is the correct road? I only ask because I want to 

accurately revise my map. Do you know if there is a cartographer in Lantern?”  

Clarence straddled over the tree but Marcus had to clamber up and over it. On the 

other side, Marcus brushed and shook ants from his arms and hands.  

The blue glow of morning was just beginning. Birds sang mournful tunes and 

pecked the trees for food, the sounds echoing in the canyon. The road curved and 

descended sharply, and they began to walk down, but the smooth soles of Marcus’ boots 

forced him to walk close to the canyon wall, gripping roots and rocks.  

“I can help you,” Clarence said.  

“I’m not going to hold your hand, Clarence.” If he could spit, Marcus would have 

spit at the rugged tread of Clarence’s feet. 
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“I will help you…” Clarence began again. 

“I’m content with my evening chair, thank you. And unless you plan on building a 

wind-up lead, some extravagant Royal automaton, or a pair of shoes that will never wear 

out, there is nothing you can do to help me, but perhaps give me a hammer the next time I 

need one, which I don’t foresee needing the remainder of this sojourn.” Marcus grabbed a 

loose stone that pulled from earth. He slipped and fell, and the gravel rolled down and off 

the edge of the road. “Hail and locust,” he said.  

Clarence peered over the edge of the road and around the wall. Around the wall, 

the road was little more than a thin ledge crumbling down the slope. He went to Marcus 

and looked back up the short span they had covered since the pass. “I’m…I’m not a 

carpenter, you know.”  

“I’m not surprised. I’m not surprised by anything, I suppose.” Marcus measured 

how he would retake his footing, testing the rocky incline. “It seems a likely joke now; 

the coach house sending me to Lantern with a gigolo.”  

Clarence was unaware of gigolos, or their assistants, if they had any. He crouched 

next to Marcus and opened his bag. “One moment,” he said.  

 “No thank you, Whore.” The Sackface scrabbled to stand up, but his boots would 

not hold.  

 “Give me your boots,” Clarence said. He took a square of burly blue linen and cut 

it in half with his shears. He loaded a needle with white twine and began quickly stitching 

a whorl of random curves. “Please,” he added.  
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 “Physician?” Marcus asked, sliding the armature of his leg from one boot and 

then the other. Clarence didn’t answer. He stitched intensely. Marcus proclaimed, “I 

don’t see how your folk medicine will help. I have no holes. Neither do my boots.” 

Clarence took a boot, laid the swatch against the slick bottom, but decided to place it on 

the insole instead, and then stitched it in place. When he was finished with the other boot, 

he gave them back and closed his bag. 

 “Stand up,” Clarence Carver said. And Marcus stood, almost too easily. He took 

an unenthusiastic step and another. His boots adhered to the earth and gravel. Placing his 

toe on the wall, attempting to walk up it as a fly, he looked to Clarence for reassurance. 

But Clarence only shrugged.  

 They continued carefully down the sloping ledge in silence. At several points, the 

ledge was sparse enough that the toes of Clarence’s boots jutted out into the air. From a 

steeper face of canyon walls than these, the river below looped back into view. A harpy 

or some other bird of prey Clarence couldn’t name hunted in the open space before his 

feet. There was one spot where the foothold was so narrow that Clarence had to smash 

his heels into the dirt wall and bend his head forward, balanced between it scraping 

against the wall and taking him headlong into the gorge. Marcus watched him carefully, 

wondering when he was going to finally pull out a cape or, hopefully, two capes, glyphed 

with lines and curves that would allow them to fly—or at least float.  

 They rounded a sharp corner, and on the other side the road resumed in the same 

way as it was back on the Bridgetown side of the mountains. “Somebody should post 

signs,” Marcus exclaimed. Clarence suspected nobody would.  
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 In the east, the light of the emerging sun was stifled in the blue-black cloak of an 

expansive storm. “Will we make it to Lantern before that breaks?” Clarence asked.  

 Marcus looked across the horizon. “What?” he asked. 

 “The rain,” Clarence explained. 

 “That’s not rain, Clarence. That’s The Scarf.”  

 Clarence had seen newsreels that were filmed below The Scarf. He read 

pamphlets about it, and he heard sorrowful improvisations, musical interpretations of its 

mass and scope. There was even Creed that reflected and explicated its great divinity. 

None of it conveyed the same meaning as seeing it from that vantage. Suddenly, the 

meaning of The Scarf became true, its essence revealed with blunt clarity.  

 “I thought you said you had been to Dega.” Marcus fingered one of his eyes: it 

had come loose when he fell from the coach.  

 “I have been. Dega isn’t under The Scarf.” 

 “Not under the Scarf?” 

  “It’s built into a plateau. There’s a pavilion, and cottonwoods, but…” Clarence 

stopped talking and walked on.  

 “A pavilion, say,” said Marcus, impressed, “now that sounds too sophisticated for 

the country.” Yet Clarence would not engage him.  

 Travel was brisk and quiet. The road on the Lantern side was less curvy, and 

obstructed by fewer stone and rock slides. Clarence would have taken note if he weren’t 

so distracted by The Scarf. Every few spans, he’d stop and look at the sky to see if it was 
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changing. The Scarf just became more pale, but its size remained intimidating. And then, 

not much after, the sun began to creep from the murk.  

 Marcus finally said, “So I understand, at last.” Clarence was sure he did not, 

because he himself understood nothing. “With regards to you. And the movie house. And 

the Academy.” 

 Clarence kept silent. Much more conversation, of the little they had, would 

certainly yield further trouble, and he believed he caused enough trouble for the poor 

coachman. 

 “And my boots?” Marcus continued.  

 The road flattened, weaving between green knolls spotted with yellowing copses.  

 Clarence answered, “The boots are partial payment for your coach. I’ll forward 

the remainder…” 

 Marcus held up his hand and said, “No payment, Clarence. I have received and 

understood the message.” The Sackface’s eye dangled and he didn’t even have his crop 

anymore. “I perceive fares are better on this side of the range anyway.”  

 They came to a crossroads snaking through the mounds. A coach rolled from one 

direction, a carriage from the other. There was a signpost that pointed in three directions: 

neither Bridgetown nor Edgeville were one of the destinations. They rounded one last 

mound and the road straightened. Flanked by fields and storage towers Clarence could 

see the arc of a low stone wall, electric poles and sferic transmitters amid oak and beech 

trees, and a high, regal Great Silo.  

 “Lantern, Physician,” Marcus said. “Welcome home.” 
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Chapter 8 

South in dreary Ryder, the old city, so near the Outland Sea, storms were constant. They 

languidly swept down the coast of sun-drenched Longshore, granting rain and mist to the 

food that fed the food. They attacked at the Scarf, bitter and tumultuous, only slightly 

sedated at Ryder by the old canopy of ceibas and cypress, the shrouds of cattle beard and 

nets of ancient webs. If a hole in the dermasphere existed above Ryder it would be 

difficult to tell. Poets and playwrights venerated Ryder’s gloomy vaults and citadels. The 

Dust hated it and Harvestmen were indifferent—except for the Mollymawks who 

repeatedly failed to establish a harbor resilient to the wind, rain and hail.  

Stepping from the engine, Camping put his face to the darkness above and let the 

heavy, oily rain pelt his eyes. He licked the acrid water from his lips, folding up the collar 

of his coat and buttoning it to keep the rain from going down his back. He was mostly 

happy to be home, if briefly. The porter next to him waited patiently, Camping’s trunk in 

one hand and his valise in the other, his white cloth head saturated, permanently stained 

grey by the Ryder sky.  

“Ha! Camping, you’ve returned.” The driver sat atop a fancy coach, one of many 

outside the engine house. 

“Garland: the first of many friendly faces.” He motioned to the porter and stepped 

up and into the coach.  

Garland slid open a panel. “Famished, Camping? Or straight up the hill?” 

“Up the hill, Garland, thank you. I’d say I feast rather well…too well, on 

business.”  
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“Business and pleasure, Camping? That sounds like bandage business!” 

“No. Anymore, I understand the Dust to conduct matters strictly of pleasure and 

more pleasure. There seems to be no foreseeable end to the splendors of Knutt.” 

The porter rapped on the back of the carriage. “I’ve no taste for spoiled places, 

myself.” Garland ushered his lead into the street. 

“Simple folk, Garland.” 

“Simple folk, Camping.” 

+++ 

Camping’s domain, a gallery style bungalow, perched atop Garrote Hill. The gutters ran 

thick and fast with grey water that Camping couldn’t avoid. With his trunk and valise in 

hand, he stepped onto the walk and surveyed his home, what served as home, although he 

spent less and less time there. It was becoming more of a handsome, single occupant 

exchange vault, three long, narrow stories high. Among the rings on his right hand was 

one of simple silver, hammered and stamped in intricate design. Placing his fist, the ring 

outward, against a notched mechanism on the door, he twisted one way then the other, 

releasing the latch.  

He left the trunk by the door. He would need it in a few short days. There were 

letters on the floor, some of them chewed by mice or moths. He unbuttoned his collar, 

then his coat, then his shirt, shaking them off in one damp mass. He unbuckled his 

trousers, let them fall sloshing to the floor, and stepped out of them. At the stairs he 

unbuckled his boots and stepped out of them, grey water trickling out as they fell off the 

step. Wearily, he stopped on the second floor to put his valise on his desk, then continued 
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upward. He shuffled to his unmade bed, sat on the side and removed his hairpiece, 

shaking out the water it had soaked up. He sat that way in the gloaming for a long time, 

methodically stroking the curve of his skull.  

+++ 

The rank and varied fragrance of cattle, or rather their shit, was considered the smell of 

two kinds of money: old and new. Old money was in agriculture, and new from energy. 

Yet in the last 800 years, combustible methane technology had changed very little. 

Supposedly Dust alchemists, Physicians and their assistants over across the Chymian 

Ridge in Corpus, had been trying at least half as long to figure out how the ancient Dust 

barges managed to sail from the moon to Cairn and was it possible for the reverse. 

Royals, who organized the commission, believed that methane was the key, although as a 

whole, science was not their specialty. Their specialty, after all, was the benefits of 

science. 

There were several problems, the first and foremost being that there were no Dust 

barges to study, test, or drag behind a cavalry of leads doused in tallow and set aflame—

as depicted in one isolated pictograph in Seth. Another problem was that the alchemists’ 

focus over recent decades centered on pyrotechnics and explosives in general. They were 

particularly fond of blowing up Physician’s assistants. Tangentially, the commission was 

always running short of research technicians. 

To these ends, the head of the commission, a Royal from Chymia named March, 

called upon Camping. He sat at his desk and scratched through the pages of his epilogue 

for the final time. The bell rang and Camping peered over his desk and out of the oily 
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window. The woman below looked up at him. She had dark violet lips and her head was 

covered by a veiled pillbox hat—a long blonde forelock clung to one side of her face. She 

wore a black gown with a train that draped down the steps. He looked around the room 

for something to wear and slipped on a discarded black kilt when the bell rang again.  

“Mr. Camping,” she said.  

“Good day,” he replied, noticing a garment bag at her side. 

“I’m March, Mr. Camping. I wrote you?” 

Camping looked at the gnawed mail scattered around his feet. “Of course!” he 

said. “Do come in.”  

 Stepping in, March bent down and retrieved her letter. 

“My apologies. I’ve been up north.” Camping took the letter and read it. “Oh, 

very good,” he said when he was finished. “Please allow me to take your bag.” 

“If you prefer, I could make arrangements elsewhere.” She shook the rain from 

her hat and handed it and her bag to Camping. She smoothed the forelock back across her 

close-cropped headpiece.   

“Of course not. No. This is a pleasant surprise. A truly pleasant surprise. Please, 

follow me.” Camping hung the hat on an empty valet by the stairs.  

Upstairs, Camping hung her garment bag and then searched his wardrobe for 

more appropriate business attire.  

“Is it monsoon season? I had no idea how wet Ryder would be.” 

“Monsoon season is our only season, I’m afraid,” he said, sliding bone hangers 

across the wooden racks.  
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“It’s lovely, but my train is ruined.” 

Camping stepped out in black knickerbockers, red stockings and a white shirt 

with bone buttons just as March stepped out of her sopping gown. “Now, that’s a sensible 

outfit,” she said.  

Camping was arrested by the simplicity of her body and she smiled. “Has it been 

awhile since you saw a naked woman, Mr. Camping?” She turned to her unzipped 

garment bag, picked though the dry fabrics. 

“It’s been awhile since I saw a naked woman who didn’t employ a merkin.”  

“Merkins itch more than a business of flies. And I would know.” March shook a 

red bodice fringed with a skirt from the bag.  

“So you work with methane, Miss March, not just for it?” 

“Please, Mr. Camping, business can wait. And don’t call me Miss.” 

+++ 

The commuter engine that passed back and forth across Ryder’s Gap was for transit only; 

it had no food and was one of the few institutions Royals found truly uncomfortable. 

Someone was working to improve the Ryder’s Gap engine, or perhaps no one was. 

Nevertheless, the last time March ate was three days ago west of the Chymian Ridge. It 

had been one order of business after another ever since. Camping wondered how she 

sustained her beauty under the stress, so as her host, his first directive was to get her fed.  

They would have no peace in the cafés at the bottom of Garrote Hill, so he hired a 

coach and they went across the city to a public house under the cover of the forest 

canopy. They sat at a window that looked out into the lush wilderness. Over a couple 
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rounds of clotted shots, March asked Camping questions about his first novel, questions 

that had been burning inside her for years. Just as enthusiastically, she answered the 

questions herself, while Camping nodded and smiled. He enjoyed the tame celebrity of 

his literary career. There were bigger names and better books, but as far as he was 

concerned, with regards to his other occupations, his level of fame was perfect. It paid his 

accounts and occasionally provided physical degradation. 

“As stated in my letter, Mr. Camping, I’m a fan. I must admit, I’m here for that 

reason just as much as the other matter.”  

 “And the other matter?” he said, leaning into the table. “I must say, I have no 

idea what the methane commission thinks I can add to that vast resource of skill and 

knowledge.” 

“Don’t be so cynical.” March snapped her fingers in command. “I remind you, I 

am the head of the program.”  

“Money, beauty and intelligence.” She smirked modestly at the sound of the last 

sarcastic compliment. Camping continued, “There are so few Royals like you, March, at 

least on this side of the Inland. Now tell me, how can I serve you?” 

“The commission needs a creative thinker,” she answered, and Camping nodded 

in belligerent agreement. “And I have selected you based on your innate ability to 

conceive and construct the improbably possible.” Her words closely mimicked a book 

review from the previous year. 

“So, you want me to detail a soul-drive? A specter engine, perhaps?” Camping 

pretended to scribble notes on his napkin with an unlit cigarette.  
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“Can you be serious, please?” March slammed her hands flat on the table in coy 

exasperation.  

“I’m serious, I am.” He closed his hands over hers. “But that is, essentially, what 

you’re asking for isn’t it?” 

“Essentially, yes.” They grinned at each other: a blurred understanding. 

The server brought out a plate of upper medallions, a plate of lower medallions 

and a silver boat of blood. “Fantastic,” March declared, sliding onto the bench besides 

Camping. They dined in silence until only hollow bones remained. March even daintily 

licked the silver boat clean. They were both dizzy from the feast.  

They retired to a den at the back of the public house. “What’s my commitment, 

March? I’m in the middle of a third draft.” He paused with reserve. “And, some other 

business.” 

“Other business, Camping? I was hoping to be your sole business.” She put her 

face on his shoulder and bit him.  

“I can manage that for a single night, but I’m afraid I’m traveling again 

tomorrow, perhaps the next day. But you’re welcomed to stay in my domain as long as 

you like. I have no secrets.” 

“Fine,” she said, “I’ll be in touch, somehow. You don’t seem to be much of an 

epistler. Psychomanteum?” Camping made a face of disgust. “It doesn’t matter. It’s not 

as though anyone really needs to get the moon, after all.” 

“Indeed.” 
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March contorted her slender arms behind her back and began loosening her 

bodice. “Now, let me have my way with you. I’m still hungry.” 

+++ 

Camping, the dog, sat cross legged on his bare bed watching March, who lay on her back, 

on the floor. She was a wax sculpture, cold, still and smooth. Lines of black ichor crusted 

in the corners of her mouth where Camping had ripped them in the throes of passion. 

Besides that, she was unblemished: even her hair was in place. The ecstasy of such nights 

was difficult to recall. So much overindulgence of meat and blood and sex. In fact, 

Camping, as opposed to March, had lost his hairpiece somewhere in the night. It had been 

some centuries since Camping had lost anything.  

No matter, he thought to himself. It was time for a change. 

 Camping envied the blood coma. So many of his…states of inactivity—for it was 

not rest—were induced by pure exhaustion. Especially the engine ride from Bain, 

allowing its few periods of delightful leisure, had not been relaxing. 

There was a thumping on his door that sounded as though three blind crows dove 

into the stylized sunflowers and moths, followed by a hesitant ringing of the bell. 

Camping answered the door bald and naked. 

“Sorry, sir,” said the postman. He had rain fattened mittens, one that held a 

telegraph envelope, and a stripped head that appeared to have been a pair of pants at one 

point. He was not the regular postman.  

“No Earl?” 

“No, sir. Earl is gone.” Camping assumed he meant dismantled. “I’m Plato Pol…” 
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“Thank you very much, Plato. Now shuffle along.” Camping took the telegraph 

and slammed the door. He looked at the sopping envelope, then the door. He looked to 

the ceiling, and then slid the envelope open with his fingernail.  

It read: 

Do try to pick up a daily, if you can possibly manage. 

Porl 

Camping grinned and hissed, balling the pulp into more liquid than solid and 

tossed the mash into his parlor furnace. 

+++ 

Camping dressed in thoughtful haste, leaving March on the floor, and walked down the 

hill to the kiosk at the bottom. “Pardon me,” he said, crouching down and stretching his 

arm between two women beneath the cover of their bumbershoots, flipping through the 

week’s graphic serials. They both looked at him and winked. He grabbed a copy of 

Speculation because it was the easiest to reach, but it wasn’t his first choice of dailies.   

“I’d like twenty Esters as well, please,” Camping told the vender plucking coins 

out of his breast pocket.  

The vendor scanned between inventory sheets and invoices. Geiger’s 32nd 

symphony crackled on his sferic wave radio. “Twenty Esters?” the vendor asked. Then he 

looked up and said, “Oh, Camping. I didn’t recognize you. Do you want a tin of Edge, 

too?” He turned to the rack of tobacco and cigarettes. 

“No thank you, the pre-made are fine. I have a guest.” The two women looked 

again at Camping and nodded.  
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“I see. A friend from up north?” The vendor placed a book of matches on the 

cigarettes on the counter. 

“A patron,” Camping said, opening the fresh box of cigarettes. “Not from the 

north. Did you get this?” He fanned the daily.  

“Take it,” the vendor said, collecting the coins from Camping’s hand. “It’s good 

to see you, Camping. You look rather sharp. A northern look.” The women seemed to 

agree, replacing the serials on the shelf as if they were patrons of Camping as well.  

Camping knew very well what was in the daily, despite a headline that read 

“Negotiations Stall Between Krewes Chymia and Bane Over Methane Rights.” Every 

day, the news was some trivial account of Krewe negotiation gone wrong, or some other 

affectation. The commonwealth, if there were such a thing, was perpetually at odds with 

itself for the simple purpose of forcing Royal families to interact with each other. Or so it 

seemed. The dailies reported with an imperative voice. And yet, that was not what sold 

dailies. What sold dailies was gossip and other forms of entertainment, no matter what 

the publishers and chief editors tricked themselves into believing. Occasionally, buried 

somewhere between Dust centerfolds and the trending cut of men’s collars, between 

reviews of erotic histories and single panel gag illustrations, there was actual news.  

The small typeface headline read “Mystery Surrounds Oswald Engine House.” 

Camping did not read the article, although it would have amused him: he didn’t need to. 

He already knew that three headless, unidentifiable Royal bodies were discovered in the 

muck of an empty cattle car because he had put them there. An advertisement for shoes 
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caught his attention on the opposite page. He raised an eyebrow at the elegance of the 

shoes. He folded the paper and walked back home.  

+++ 

Camping was surprised and distressed to find March awake and dressed when he returned 

from his brief outing.  

“Camping, I assumed you had found me to be such an incredible prude that you 

departed to your other business without a goodbye.”  

“Quite the contrary: I was nearly about to join you on the floor when I discovered 

my alteration.” Camping swept his hand across his head like a dandy. “I hoped perhaps 

I’d hung my hairpiece on the knocker, and not finding it there, I traced our steps—what 

might have been our steps—down the hill a little ways.” 

“You’re very handsome,” March said. She stepped up to him, digging her nails 

into his scalp, and kissed him. “Got a daily, I see,” she said, pulling away after she 

scratched ten long lines around his skull. 

“Yes, I like to see what Pumpkin is up to from time to time.”  

“Gags are for idiots, Camping.” 

“Depends on the type of gag, March.” He smiled and touched the raw corners of 

her mouth.  

She grabbed his hand and said, “If you have questions about the affairs of the 

commission, just ask me. I want to be partners.” 

“I thought we were partners.”  

“Yes,” she said, taking the daily from under his arm.  
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March scanned the headline and first few pages, and then tossed the sheets into 

the furnace. 

“Honestly, I think dailies are published strictly to give Harvestmen something to 

gossip about.” 

“Or stuff themselves,” Camping offered.  

“You realize I am one of the commission’s negotiators.” 

“Yes, and your name was nowhere in the article. Should I have my doubts?” 

Camping opened the pack of Esters and gave one to March.  

She held it under her nose and breathed deeply the oil and tobacco. “Camping,” 

she said, taking the entire pack from his hands, “you won’t mind if I ignore your 

nonsense for a few hours and visit one of Ryder’s wonderful baths, do you?”  

“Not at all.” 

“Good. Then maybe when I get back, we can stop being coy with each other.” 

Camping thought of several clever remarks but decided it was time to let her go. 

He had many matters to take care of. 

+++ 

“Do you mind if we share a barrow?” March asked. “They are so quaint.” 

             “Of course,” Camping replied, signaling one barrow, and then another, until he 

found one with a bumbershoot he liked. The general mist was turning to rain again and he 

didn’t want to get too greasy. “Are all the barrows gone in Chymia?” 

“Oh, there’s a funny carousal in Ramsey Street Square—real barrows and their 

pullers—but Chymia is a city of innovation. We have to be.” 
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Camping opened the bumbershoot and the barrow pulled into the boulevard. He 

snapped his fingers and told the puller, “Bayonet.”  

 The puller asked, “High Street or Old Town?”  

 “Old town: can’t your see we’re Royals?” Camping took March’s hand in his and 

scratched ashy lines into her knuckles. “Quaint, eh?” he said to her.  

 “You westerners are so old-fashioned.” March pulled his wrist to her mouth and 

bit it. 

 “Old Fashioned? Would you believe I pulled a barrow for about a decade? In 

Knutt.”  

 “Mr. Camping! How indigent. But at the same time, so urbane.” 

 “The biographers don’t seem to care much for roots.”  

 “The destitute grit of your novels is so palpable; who would have known it was 

genuine?”  

 Although she was an enthusiast of his work, Camping couldn’t tell if she was 

being sincere or not, and it made him go grey with slight mortification. “Look,” he said, 

pointing to the gutter, “my hairpiece.” But it was only the ragged remains of some black 

bird. 

 “Mr. Camping, did I tap a vein? I thought authors loved to talk about their work 

and themselves.”  

 “Actually, we don’t. The best authors let their work speak for itself.” 

 “Don’t be tender, sir. I see you are one of those who like to dig a grave, but don’t 

like to lie in it.” Then March clasped his hand in both of hers and said, “I truly am a 
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follower of your words.” She kissed his hand and nibbled on his thumb until she left a 

mark.  

 They turned onto Bayonet High Street, the sides lined with abattoirs and tanners, 

tailors and textile shops. Camping said, “This is High Street, you shit sack.” 

 “Yes, sir. Curry is washed out, or maybe it is a sinkhole. I have to take High 

Street over the hill.” 

 “I don’t suppose you’re embarrassed, riding through the slums? Slums are quaint, 

don’t you think,” Camping said to March, adjusting the bumbershoot to the shift in the 

wind.  

 “Well, look right there: there’s a pair of respectable Royal ladies patronizing, 

what is that…a velveteer?”  

 “Those are extortionists, I believe.” Camping took the box of cigarettes from 

March’s handbag and lit two.  

 “You’re correct, sir. That’s Hyde and Trotter.” 

 “See?” Camping said to March. “You pay them a point or two?” he asked the 

puller. 

 “Of course: two and a half percent, actually,” the puller remarked. “Who do you 

think shut down Curry Street?”  

+++ 

The exchange vault in Oldtown Bayonet, a series of catacombs that riddled the east side 

of the commercial hill, was serviced by several firms, each with its own staff and various 

methods of security. Camping was a member of Amber Dawn Securities and had served 
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on their board during the season he wrote the second volume of An Arbitrary Number of 

Shadows. The barrow dropped March off at a bathhouse with a green marble door and 

green marble cranes flanking the wooden frame. Then Camping made the barrow puller 

zig-zag across Bayonet for an hour until finally stopping across the street from Amber 

Dawn Securities. Rasher, the exchange manager, greeted him in the foyer and took him 

by the hand to her desk where he signed an annual agreement and made a small payment.  

His cell was down a long passage and around the corner from one of the iron 

grates that separated one firm from another. A grey, or dirty, cat seemingly stuck in the 

grate watched Camping walk past. He unlocked the door of his cell with a ring on his 

thumb and closed the door behind him, extinguishing the light from the hall. The vault 

was a walk-in with ample room to stand and turn around comfortably. And feed. 

Although never strictly docile, the old cell was bare, free from manacles and other 

restraints to command cattle. The dark and isolation was enough. Decades ago, after the 

establishment of feedlots and abattoirs, cafes and fine dining, lockers had been installed 

in the floor of the vault. Royal society could hardly be what it was without things to hide. 

Camping took a plain key from his boot and opened the locker to the artifacts inside: a 

black suede pouch and a fossilized mandible. He opened the pouch just enough to 

soundlessly finger the items inside. He cinched the pouch, wrapped the thong tightly 

around the outside and put it into his valise. The mandible, however, was too precious to 

take. 
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When he turned the corner after locking his cell, Hindly was standing at the iron 

grate smoking one of her prophetic black cigarettes through the bars. The cat had gone 

one way or another.  

 “What have you got, Camping? I can’t quite make it out.” Hindly dragged on the 

cigarette, the end flaring and sparking. 

 “What would impress you more: lapis or turquoise?”  

 “Hm,” she took the cigarette from the filter and scrapped it out against the wall, 

pinning the filter into her red, messy bun, reading Camping. “It was good to see you 

again.” 

 “It was good?” 

 “The engine. You remember? I was with some gentlemen.” 

 “Of course. But is it good now? To see me?”  

 “No. Not as good as I’d hoped.”  

 “You made good time. Did you fly?” 

 “Wouldn’t you like to know.”  

 “I don’t suppose you were retrieving anything from the vault? No. Depositing 

something?” 

Hindly reached down between her cleavage and produced a tightly wound scroll. 

“I wouldn’t read this in Ryder. I’m not sure where I would read it.” 

They stared at each other in silence for a moment before she handed him the 

scroll, the tip just edging through a gap. Camping considered its contents, then extended 

his nails past the bar and tightly pinched the tube. “Well, Hindly, until the next time.” 
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“You’re not going to invite me to supper? I came all this way.”  

“Next time.” 

“Yes. Next time. And please offer my salutations to Miss March. Remind her how 

romantic Oxblood is this time of the season.” 

“Oxblood? Is that what you’re calling home?” 

“Do we have homes, Camping? Do you? You never seemed like one to nest.” 

Two, then three, rats came running down the passage, small bloody bones in their 

mouths. But at that moment, Camping couldn’t reply with anything, so Hindly nodded 

and departed down the hall.  

+++ 

Interlude 

According to alchemical poetry, the four halls of The Grand Ossuary correlated precisely 

in the direction of the cardinal points. It nested, however, at the center of an otherwise 

unruly, mathematically arbitrary, and aesthetically ugly set of streets, boulevards and 

avenues that constituted the fabulous metropolis of Knutt. Knutt, calculated by a set of 

vague, antiquated and subjective equations, was the center of the world, not only by these 

mystical measurements, but in history, politics and culture, and every precious belief and 

superstition. 

The sacramental bells tolled the evening hours, and the ritual horns bellowed the 

call to rest, but the city never rested, and hadn’t rested for more than a thousand years. 

Still, the performances were played. Clerics used the idiom A Whore has not tears, but it 

rains in the bedroom.  
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The cleric Emi, not to be confused with the popular pornographer Emi—despite 

their mutual penchant for licentious travel along The Shallowspont—stood on his portico 

overlooking the theatre quarter of Knutt and stoked the brazier. Smoky tendrils of opaque 

spice began to rise from the hammered, golden bowl. Emi fanned the tendrils with his 

right hand until it became a constant pillar of smoke, and then drew the fragrant air over 

himself.  

 It had been an extraordinary day.  

 In the city, especially Knutt, it is common for years to pass between engagements 

among friends. City life is a series of exchanges with associates, patrons, and clients; On 

one branch, the clerics say, is fruit and on the other are leaves. And friends are roots, 

distant and out of sight. 

 Of course the Dust, of all people, know little of trees and fruit and leaves. Yet 

they remember—or in the least, they conjure memories. 

 Emi was tending to the restoration of the tapestries in the library on Porcelain 

Avenue when his assistant Gnk gave him the summons. 

 Emi scanned the tediously illustrated request, rolled it up and handed it back to 

Gnk.  

 “Shall I call a barrow?” Gnk asked. 

 “Oh, why don’t I explore the benefits of self-service for a change?” Emi draped a 

white linen shawl over his shoulders. Gnk tugged on a gold hoop in his ear as if he had 

misheard his chief, as if his ear was anything more than decoration. 
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 Gnk followed Emi down the marble stairs of the library’s foyer, passed long 

tables of scattered dallies and the patrons who read them. The air smelled of old but well-

tended wood and balanced blends of musty and new paper. And blood, always blood.  

Emi halted his man at the archway that opened to the street. “Sorry, Gnk,” he 

said, “I meant to say you’re in charge now.” 

 Gnk did not want to be a cleric, but he did not have the favors of pornography 

either. He’d been told many times by those in his Order, Cattle mate and die. He didn’t 

understand what this meant. Perhaps he was missing more than just the back of his head, 

which he kept covered with a finely embroidered cap. “In charge?” he inquired. 

“Not in charge, but attending. Understand? I don’t trust the Physician on duty. 

You never know what sort of obscenity they may stitch into our respected histories. 

Spiteful, Physicians are. But what degree am I in to speculate? Physicians are lovely 

ladies and gentlemen.” 

Emi stepped down onto the walkway and considered his direction. 

+++ 

The Dust barely walked, either as a mode of travel or simple self-locomotion. Generally 

speaking, they had no place to be other than wherever they were. And Knutt was their 

city.  

Porcelain Avenue, the spine of Knutt’s academic district, began near the eastern 

arm of the Great Ossuary, called Eur, and stretched for a moderate span until it 

terminated at Edgar Downs, one of the city’s greater papier mâché parks and home to 

what was now officially referred to as The Knutt Zoological Center for Arts and 
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Exploration. Down the side streets of the district were the history labs and offices of 

mathematical discovery, the places where advanced cattle husbandry was perfected and 

where speculative astrophysics was studied: the things the Dust had prided themselves on 

for centuries. The avenue itself, in its museums and exhibitions, was the showcase for all 

the magnificent advancements of a magnificent people. 

Now, for every single Dust cleric employed by the district, there were at least 

twenty Royals and countless expendable Harvestmen. And anymore, there were as many 

incense kiosks, blood bars and peep show booths on the avenue as any other district, and 

the Dust themselves were just as responsible for it.  

Emi’s pace and gait were slow but forthright. The barrow-pullers along Porcelain 

Avenue knew better than to solicit him, their barrows mostly occupied by Royal men and 

women of one business or another, and the occasional prostitute on an urgent out-call. 

They trundled in their lanes across the cobbled pavement, the surface worn smooth and 

even by centuries of use. Down the center lanes, slower than the barrows, rolled the 

double-decked, methane powered surreys, overcrowded with Harvestmen. More-so now 

as End Harvest transitioned to Dead Harvest. In between the surreys weaved the 

fashionable methane carriages only possessed by the very rich; and Knutt teemed with 

the very rich. Emi could have been one of them, and he probably was, but he couldn’t 

exactly remember and he didn’t really care.  

He often marveled at the grand population of his city, usually from the luxury of 

his portico. Where did so many people possibly have to go all at once, all the time? 

Whether it was voluntary or not, Emi couldn’t remember a time he ever had to be 
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anywhere, besides the exact place he decided to be. It was an adage of the Dust. We came 

from Gett, so too we returned to Gett. It was reward as much as punishment. Maybe it 

was neither. The Dust were growing tired and bored, or perhaps they were finally cresting 

the ultimate pinnacle, truly the last turn in that finite cycle between sleep and the opposite 

of sleep.  

Whether there was just so much of Knutt that the walkways could never be 

crowded, or they were little used anymore as a yet another result of the advancements of 

science, the walkways allowed unrestricted passage. Of the few upright pedestrians, there 

were slightly more cats, rats, and roaches. For the first eleven cats he saw, Emi said a 

blessing, but all others after that he waved off, especially those that mewed with sexual 

pleading and scratched themselves against his rough ankles.  

Just ahead of Edgar Downs, Emi turned north onto an unnamed lane, into a short 

block of apartment buildings and whorehouses. They each looked the same, decorated by 

the same filigree iron porches, only painted differently. He went through a blue door into 

a green building.  

A Waxface with raven’s feathers for hair sat on a bench and adjusted her vest of 

plasticized breasts. “The Mistress, please,” Emi requested. The Waxface nodded and 

went up the stairs. Her breasts pendulated almost naturally.  

Two Royal women stumbled from the hall laughing, their faces and dresses 

smeared with blood. “Beautiful girls,” Emi said, bowing. This made the women laugh 

even harder, and one coughed blood in his face. Emi couldn’t stifle his own amusement.  
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“Emi”—the stairs creaked in mimicry with the woman who descended them—

“seasons have passed.” She had long black hair that shone in the delicate candlelight and 

ruddy cheeks that seemed more organic then they possibly could have been. She was also 

bare-chested, but her breasts were genuine—hard and still, but small and precise, as if 

they had been chiseled. She wore a short white linen skirt and gilded boots that wound up 

her brown, fragile legs.  

“Have they, Tem?” Emi clasped her hands and helped her down the last step. A 

decade or a century may have passed. It was difficult to tell.  

“A cleric like you comes to see a proprietor like me for only one reason. Come, 

before another season passes.”  

They walked down the hall to a room at the very end, passing closed doors that 

emitted sounds of pleasure and electric instruments. Tem looked once down the hall then 

shut and latched the door. Emi went to the candelabra that extended from the wall and 

replaced one of the low burning candles with a fresh stick. A lone loveseat of smooth 

wood sat beneath the candelabra, and the celling was covered with panels of polished 

nickel. Before they sat down, Tem removed a clay box from beneath the loveseat 

cushion. They sat and she put the box on Emi’s lap. Inside the box was a blown glass 

pipe encased in a thin metal frame and spaces for five glass vials. Two vials remained.  

“Knowledge is so hard to come by anymore, isn’t it?” Emi took out a vial and 

tipped it back and forth. The mercury inside broke into beads and collected itself.  

“My dear, you don’t know the half of it.” They laughed; it was an old theatre joke.  
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Tem poured the mercury into the pipe and Emi held the low burning candle 

beneath the bowl until it began to bubble. She put the stem in his mouth first and he 

inhaled deeply into the dry sacks of his lungs, then she put it to her own papery lips. They 

took turns until they collapsed into unconsciousness. When Emi regained himself, he was 

alone in his chambers on Kush Street.  

Somewhere in-between, he and Tem walked along the shoreline on Tott, their 

bodies fresh and soft as cattle. It was not ancient Tott, the Tott of lush comfort so 

remembered on ossuary walls, but cold, white, barren Tott, the skull that hung above 

somewhere beyond the dermasphere. Yet they were no longer Dust, but sapient cattle 

wandering an endless waste of dust.  

When he spoke, he did not speak. When she answered, he did not hear. They 

parted at the rim of a deep crater. He looked to the black sky in one direction and saw Hel 

smoldering in passive decay. Across the empty void was Gett, burning in angry rage, 

cleaning itself, ready to put itself to final rest. 

Emi said aloud, “I must remember.” But he could not understand his own 

language. He turned his back to the sky, pushing against the crater rim, willing it to either 

move through time or space. Tott did neither. He sat on the rim and began stuffing 

handfuls of dust into his mouth, and he became Dust.  

+++ 

“I so adore your traditions,” Gamble called from the sanctuary.  

 “Hm?” Emi asked, stepping off the portico and sitting on a wicker settee adjacent 

Gamble.  
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 “I miss traditions,” Gamble expressed, motioning out to the brazier, a drafting 

table in the center of the room cluttered with scrolls, and a darkly feathered heron 

preserved in a glass box. The entire chamber, as are private rooms of the Dust, abounded 

with relics. In particular, Emi was a collector of sun-dials and other obsolete timepieces.  

 “Oh yes,” Emi said, picking up a frayed fan and fanning his bare and hardened 

chest, although he was neither hot nor cold.  “Well, once you find yourself in a habit, it 

becomes tradition. Think of the habits ascribed to the celestial bodies, somewhere up 

above.” He drew the fan in an arch over his head as if it were one such satellite. 

 “Habits or patterns?” Gamble inquired.  

 “They’re one and the same, my friend. The only difference is one sounds colder 

than the other.” He paused, setting down the fan. “Habits, patterns: matters of 

convenience, really.” 

 Gamble considered this opinion. Anymore, every statement, nearly every word 

uttered by the old bandaged mystics was not just flawed or cynical, but wholly 

patronizing. Even when they weren’t trying to be rude, in the last hundred years the 

Dust—as a people overall—had ceased to care. Perhaps even about themselves.  

 “Convenience,” Gamble repeated.  

 “Don’t sulk. After all, convenience is the first step towards inertia.” Emi’s words, 

the entire conversation, the whole global situation was a weight of subterranean 

proportions bearing down on his being.  

 “Enough, Emi.” Gamble waved his hands in revulsion. “There are better 

whorehouses in this neighborhood.” 
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 “And cheaper,” Emi added. 

 “Yes. And cheaper.”  

 “I apologize, Gamble. I’m just so used to the endless routine of Royal 

affirmations; I neglected to focus on the real troubles of a true friend.”  

 Gamble took the bone watch from his vest pocket and read it with a frown. “So 

tell me about my troubles, friend,” he said.  

 Dust expressions change little between slight grins and vapid glares, but Emi’s 

face warped sternly. “Unfortunately, there is nothing. Absolutely nothing.”  

 Gamble gripped the armrests of his chair and they crackled. 

 “Listen, there’ve been unforeseen expenses. Sacrifices were made, and not the 

kind that yield encouraging outcomes.” Emi got up from the settee and drew the sliding 

door to the portico closed.  

 “Four acolytes, Gamble. Four. My Order is going to have to ordain Harvestmen 

soon if we are to maintain our traditions you are so fond of. You might recall, it takes my 

kind several thousands of years to procreate.”  

 “And I thought I was the one being sensitive.” 

 “I understand, Gamble. This…manifestation in the dermasphere could be very 

serious. However, the resources of our grand and glorious city cannot say one way or the 

other, and yet, I assure you, I am working on it. I suspect an intensive exploration of the 

Bain harbor may prove fruitful?” 

 “You suspect?” 
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 “My good friend, as far as history is concerned, I believe the old drowned barges 

are the final untapped resource. Beyond that is work in the realm of the alchemists. 

Maybe Physicians. Who knows, Whores have so many solutions to so many problems, as 

well.”  

 “My condolence for your acolytes. It’s in the interest of all that this remain a 

private matter: not a subject for the public institutions.” 

 “Indeed. That’s why I martyred the acolytes myself. Aspiring poets and 

playwrights. You know the kind—can’t keep an interesting story to themselves.” 

 “You are a friend, Emi. Thank you. I was beginning to wonder if I had any left in 

the world.”  

+++ 

Gamble stayed for a small meal, a courtesy. Emi indulged in chewing a sticky green 

fungus. They battled through what began as a friendly match of castles, the pieces greasy 

with disuse. Finally Emi was intoxicated enough that he could no longer make moves 

without slighting Gamble. 

 Agitated, Gamble set his castles down and asked, “Tell me, my old dear friend: 

what discoveries have you made yourself regarding the…shape of things?  

 “I admit, I have done the least possible amount of work I could do, and still be 

able to answer your questions.”  

 Gamble struggled to recall if any questions had been answered. 

“Do you know what I have in that jar, Gamble? Over there?” Throughout the 

chamber walls were alcoves set with earthen vessels. “My heart. Yes, it’s true.” Gamble 
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stirred in his seat, looked to another alcove. “Oh, there,” Emi said, “that’s nothing. That’s 

only my liver. And do you know why? No? Well, I don’t either, and yet here I sit before 

you. I walk, I talk, I see. Magical, isn’t it?” 

“What are you saying?” A black film began to crown Gamble’s head. He snapped 

his pocket square open and dabbed at the ichor.  

 “What if I told you science is shit? What do you think of that, Gamble? What if I 

told you the only science is experience, the only truth is experience. The only faith is 

experience. Would you believe me?” 

 “Emi, you drunken wretch, just get to the point. Tell me what you know.” 

Gamble’s blouse began to soak with film.  

 “This is what I know: I know nothing.” The cleric giggled softly, then erupted in 

senseless laughter.  

 “Emi, Emi.” Gamble tried to stand up. “Emi.” Ichor rose in his throat, trickled 

from the edge of his mouth.  

 “Science is magic, my friend. Science is magic. And I’m on the verge of 

performing my final incantation, calculating my end equation. I am so bored, Gamble. 

Aren’t you?”  

 Ichor seeped from Gamble’s eyes.  

 “Would you believe I’ve poisoned you with sunlight? Would you believe that? I 

do have my heart in a jar, after all. And my brain? Don’t even ask about my brain. Ha.” 

 Gamble collapsed forward and upended the table, scattering castles everywhere. 
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 Emi continued. “No, Gamble, this is not what I found out. No. This is not the end. 

For you, yes. Yes, I think you are done, Gamble. But I told you the truth. What I know is 

nothing. Nothing is coming, get it? And you thought I would lie to a friend. No, believe 

me, you are my friend, my dear old friend, and I have done you a favor.” The ichor hissed 

as it pooled around the wilting Royal body.  

 Emi unclasped his skirt and walked back onto the portico naked. He stoked the 

brazier and bathed in the rich smoke. It had been an extraordinary day.  

 

 




